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INTRODUCTION

Why a Food System Assessment?

As communities around the country begin to observe and acknowledge the far reaching impacts of our current food system, interest in connecting the dots by way of comprehensive local food system assessments has increased. Through these studies, communities examine the connections between production, distribution, consumption and waste disposal and measure their impacts on the environment, human health and livelihoods through a set of indicators over time. Understanding the trends and relationships between elements within the food system, ultimately assists community members and policy makers in pinpointing areas of concern and working for appropriate and equitable reforms.

This assessment is the product of collaboration among a unique coalition of governmental, public health, social service, environmental and agricultural experts from throughout San Diego County and is intended to serve as a catalyst for community based policy change. In particular, the goal of this document is to examine the overall viability of the food system in San Diego County and in so doing, to identify key steps necessary to strengthen the foundation for a thriving local food system.

Collaborators and Process

In May of 2009, the San Diego Food System Working Group was formed with a grant from The California Endowment. With their support, Working Group members who had been collaborating extensively, yet separately, for many years, began a formal collaboration on the Food System Assessment and Action Plan included here.

At the heart of the Working Group’s objectives for a thriving local food system is collaboration amongst stakeholders. In this regard, the process of conceptualizing and executing an assessment and developing recommendations served as a strategic opportunity to demonstrate this collaboration. The first step included the establishment of monthly in-person meetings where Working Group members discussed and laid out food system goals and potential indicators to assess progress on those goals. The process of goal-setting and indicator identification was supported by professional facilitation from Ag Innovations Network and foodshed assessment experts from the University of California Davis. Ultimately, a framework and three overarching visions were selected in parallel to the California AgVision 2030 process under way at the California Department of Food and Agriculture. The visions chosen by the San Diego Food System Working Group include:

- Better Health and Well-being of San Diego County Residents
- Agricultural Stewardship of San Diego County’s Environmental Resource Base
- Thriving Communities and Sustainable Economic Growth

As a means of informing these larger visions, the group identified a series of sub-goals, each addressing an important, yet more specific objective. As a means of measuring progress towards these goals, the Working Group then selected a set of indicators, for which the UC Davis team (Ellsworth and Feenstra) took the lead in collecting the quantitative data. Working Group members assisted the authors in data collection, as well as in the identification of technical experts for a series of approximately 20 interviews to provide context for indicator data.

Subsequent to identifying visions, goals and indicators, the Working Group began the process of developing a set of “stakeholder recommendations” intended to address areas of concern within the report and catalyze equitable and environmentally sound reform. These recommendations are available at the conclusion of this document and compiled separately in a report titled Realizing a Sustainable Food System for All: An Action Plan for San Diego available at www.SanDiegoFoodSystem.com.

**Scope of the Study**

The goal of this study is to deepen community understanding about the relationships and impacts of the current food system in San Diego County in order to better support human, environmental and economic health. Given this broad goal and diverse range of stakeholders, the scope of investigation is necessarily comprehensive, requiring analysis of a wide range of indicators throughout all phases of the food system. Given practical considerations of policy reform and community change-making, our study focuses primarily on data gathered at the county level, though in some cases, the City of San Diego serves as a proxy when data is not available at the county level. Where impacts are not easily or logically limited to the county level, such as in the case of impaired waterways or ocean fish landings, the parameters of investigation have been expanded to a regional scope.

Finally, for the purposes of comparison, local indicator data, whether it be county, city or region specific, is often compared to state and or national figures to help in contextualizing numbers and trends.

**What is a Food System?**

The phrase “food system” is used throughout this report to describe the entire set of processes involved in the production and consumption of food. It includes everything from the field (or the ocean) to the fork and back again, with many important steps along the way. Included within this definition are many processes and products that the consuming public may never see, such as the manufacture and application of farm inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, seeds), to the distribution, processing and packaging of food products, to the eventual management of wastes generated along the way.
A “foodshed,” as described by Kloppenberg, et al., suggests a “flow of food into a particular place…a unifying and organizing metaphor” that unifies place and people, nature and society. Through this report, the term foodshed is used to refer to the geographic area which supplies a given population with food. The food system also includes both the human actors and environmental resources needed to fuel the cycle, the interests of which must be balanced with the goal of generating safe, healthy and sufficient food.

As demonstrated in Figure i.ii, a truly viable and sustainable food system encompasses the goals of social equity and human health, economic vitality, and environmental health and cannot function without any of its central components.

**Methodology**

Multiple methods were employed in the generation of this report. First, a collaborative process was used, wherein a Working Group of diverse stakeholders from the County was established to provide the authors with primary input and feedback on report format, goals and indicators.

Numerous foodshed studies from a growing body of work were examined and shared with the Working Group to assist in indicator identification and data sourcing (see list of compiled assessments in Appendix H). The gathering and graphic depiction of data over time stands as the primary methodology underpinning the report. After compiling and organizing data for each indicator, phone interviews were conducted with Working Group members and technical experts identified by the Working Group, to assist in contextualization and analysis of trends.

Finally, site visits were conducted to provide an in-depth look at noteworthy programs or processes within the county's foodshed.

Major state and national level data sources used in this report include the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) which conducts a Census of Agriculture every five years thus generating national, state and county level data on numerous topics of value to this study.

Also utilized are the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), the California Department of Education's Physical Fitness Report, the United States Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey Food Security Supplement (CPS-FSS), California Department of Public Health, California Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and others.

On the local level, the County of San Diego Agriculture Weights and Measures (AW&M) as well as the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) provided significant data as did the San Diego Master Gardeners and County of San Diego Environmental Services Department.

---

The authors of this report recognize that all data sources have limitations, and have taken care to note any of those limitations necessary for accurate interpretation of data herein. Limitations specific to a particular piece of data will be included along with the citation or in a footnote on the same page, while limitations with overall data sources (i.e. data collection methods) can be found in Appendix G at the conclusion of the report. In some cases, the data necessary to most effectively measure progress towards the goals identified by the Working Group was not available. In order to address this deficiency, indicators were modified to match the best available proxy data and in some cases, where proxy data was not available, desired indicators were eliminated. For a list of initial indicators prior to revision for data availability see Appendix E.

San Diego County Profile – Quick Facts

- **Size of County**: San Diego County encompasses 4,261 square miles or 2,727,030 acres with 70 miles of Pacific coastline on its western edge and 60 miles of border with Mexico to the south. On its north, the County borders Orange and Riverside Counties, and on its east, Imperial County. San Diego is the 11th largest county in California by area.³

- **Population**: In 2010, the population of San Diego County reached an estimated 3,224,432, an increase of 14.6 percent since 2000, making it the second most populous county in California and the fifth most populous in the nation.⁴

- **Density**: Major population centers in San Diego County are located in the central and southwestern coastal areas. The largest city is San Diego with a population of 1,376,173, followed by Chula Vista, Oceanside, Escondido and Carlsbad. Much of the eastern part of the county is unincorporated, rural and sparsely populated.⁵

---


⁵ Ibid.
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- Demographics:

  ![Population by Race in San Diego County](image)

  *Figure i.iii Source: Population and Housing Estimates (2010), San Diego Region, SANDAG*

- Main economic drivers: San Diego County’s major industries are manufacturing, defense, tourism and agriculture. Biotechnology, ship repair, telecommunications, electronics and financial services are significant subsectors of these industries. Within the agricultural economy, which is the 16th largest of all counties nationwide, ornamental and nursery crops, as well as avocado, tomatoes, and citrus are the largest contributors.6

- Unemployment and Cost of Living: The median household income for San Diego was $72,963 in 2009 with an average annual income of $49,240 across all job sectors in 2009.7 Unemployment within the county was approximately 10.6 percent as of August 2010, putting it slightly below that of the nation (12.4 percent).8 Similarly, the consumer price index of San Diego, which represents the cost of a standard list of goods and services, was 244.2 in the first half of 2010, substantially higher than the average for U.S. cities (217.5).

- Poverty and Public Benefits: As of 2008, the percentage of the population living below the federal poverty level in San Diego County was 12.6 as compared to 14.2 percent in California.9 Food insecurity in the county is estimated to be approximately 30 percent (see figure 1.16). Nevertheless, the county has one of the lowest rates of participation in food stamps (SNAP) in the nation with only 30 SNAP participants for every 100 people below 125% of the poverty level.10

- Climate and Geography: As the southwestern-most county in the lower 48 states, San Diego enjoys a mild, semi-arid climate along its Pacific coast with annual rainfall of approximately 10 inches. Inland, where greater topographic variation creates a variety of microclimates, temperatures are both cooler in the winter and hotter in the summer with annual rainfall in the mountains approaching 40 inches. Steep, rocky hillsides provide excellent growing conditions for avocados while abundant sun and lower elevations help citrus to thrive. Nevertheless, limited surface water and rainfall make access to water a persistent concern for farmers and residents throughout the county.

---

Vision 1: Better Health and Well-being of San Diego County Residents

National Trends

The health and well being of Americans is intimately connected to the food and drink we consume. The methods of production, processing, and preparation, as well as the consumption choices we make, all play a role in whether food helps to nourish us or results in adverse health impacts. Yet, the majority of Americans are no longer familiar with how these practices affect the foods they purchase and consume. This is partly a factor of increased urbanization, which results in greater distance between consumer and grower as well as the increasingly complex path from field to fork. The growing availability of cheap processed foods with ingredients of unknown origins also contributes to consumers’ lack of awareness as to where their food comes from.

When combined with an increasingly sedentary lifestyle, the result is rapidly growing rates of diet-related health problems. Currently, more than 50 percent of Americans are overweight or obese, with less than 1 percent consuming the recommended daily requirement of fresh fruits and vegetables, putting them at greater risk for Type II diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure and stroke. Despite slightly lower rates of overweight or obesity, San Diego County is no exception to this trend.

Yet, as noted in numerous reports including the Center for Disease Control’s (CDC) recent guide to increasing fruit and vegetable consumption, a better understanding of food origin and the benefits of healthy eating, combined with increased access to fresh fruits and vegetables, has the ability to stem the tide of diet-related disease.

San Diego County Trends

Though San Diego County experiences many of the same trends with regard to diet-related diseases and fresh food access as California and the nation as a whole, there are nevertheless notable deviations due to its unique geography, demographics and agricultural base.

Overall, access to fresh fruits and vegetables appears to be growing through a variety of venues including farmers’ markets, food banks with the capacity to distribute produce, and school and community gardens. Yet, price remains a significant obstacle and access in rural areas and low-income communities is still insufficient as evidenced by a decline over the last five years in the number of both adults and children who consumed five or more fruits and vegetables a day (see Figure 1.13).

---

13 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2010). The CDC Guide to Fruit and Vegetable Strategies to Increase Access, Availability and Consumption CDC.
14 Ibid.
By comparison, rates of obesity and overweight in youth, albeit less than for California as a whole, are well above the national goal of no more than 5 percent (see Figure 1.10). Diabetes diagnosis for adults in San Diego County (6.3 percent) are slightly less than in California (7.8 percent) but are nevertheless above goals set by the county in its Healthy People 2010: Indicators for San Diego County.

Breastfeeding is described as “one of the most effective and cost-effective preventative health measures” in the 2010 San Diego County Report Card on Children and Families. San Diego breastfeeding rates within the first 24-48 hours after birth (initiation) have remained steady, however, rates for breastfeeding without supplemental formula (exclusivity) and for continued breastfeeding up to six months after birth (duration) do not meet national objectives set by the CDC.

The following goals and indicators provide data that describe the relationship between food, health and a sustainable food system in San Diego County.

**Goal 1.1: San Diego County Residents Know Where Their Food Comes From, How It Is Grown and Who Grows It**

Over the last century, Americans have moved from farms to cities (and later to suburbs) at an extraordinary rate. The primarily rural population of the late 1800s – approximately 80 percent of the nation's residents—began its shift away from agricultural lands in the early 1900s. This transition significantly altered the environment and society in the United States as the residential landscape shifted from agrarian communities to complex networks of development connected by roadways. Farming, an industry that once employed a large portion of the population, diminished to less than 1 percent of the country's workforce. With this change, much of our basic knowledge about food and its corollary health benefits was lost. A healthy local food system depends on reconnecting those who consume food with those who grow it. A community that understands and values the full spectrum of processes involved in production, packaging, distribution, purchasing, and disposal of food is better able to make decisions that ultimately promote the health and the well-being of all its residents.

The following indicators help to generate a picture of how well San Diego residents understand the origins of the food they consume, including where and by whom it was cultivated and the practices involved in its production. Indicators also measure the extent to which San Diegans have access to and purchase these foods.

**Indicator 1.1a: The Number of San Diego County Producers Who Use a San Diego Grown Label**

**Background:** Though Country of Origin Labeling (COOL) for produce, seafood or other food products has become commonplace in our supermarkets, more localized labels indicating the particular county or region of production are just now beginning to catch on. Such labels help consumers to understand what is being grown in the local area and are thought to increase demand for local products through product differentiation and the establishment of an agricultural identity. For example,
San Diego is known for growing oranges and avocados. Such labels also facilitate the more deliberate purchasing decisions of those consumers already invested in buying local food products.

**Trend:** Despite the introduction of a San Diego Grown 365 label in 2004, the first and only local labeling initiative in the county, it was never fully adopted by producers and is currently not in use. Nevertheless, discussion about the reintroduction of a San Diego Grown label continues in the hopes of increasing consumer awareness about food origin while supporting locally produced food and agriculture products.

**Indicator 1.1b: Number of Farmers’ Markets and Number of Certified Vendors**

**Background:** In light of growing interest and support for local food production and efforts to increase access to fresh produce, farmers’ markets have proliferated across the nation as well as in California and San Diego County. Farmers’ markets offer consumers an opportunity to interface directly with producers while gaining a better understanding of when and how products are grown. Markets also enable producers to develop a loyal customer base while providing an important sales outlet particularly for smaller growers.

![Figure 1.2](source: County of San Diego Agriculture Weights and Measures, Crop Report)

**Figure 1.2** Source: County of San Diego Agriculture Weights and Measures, Crop Report

![Figure 1.3](source: County of San Diego Agriculture Weights and Measures, Crop Report)

**Figure 1.3** Source: County of San Diego Agriculture Weights and Measures, Crop Report
**Trends:** The number of farmers’ markets in San Diego County, as shown in Figure 1.2, has grown significantly over the course of the last eight years, from 27 in 2003 to 47 in 2010, with four or five new markets slated to open in 2011. By comparison, the number of farm operations certified to sell at farmers’ markets (Figure 1.3) has dropped from 200 to 179 during a similar period. The proliferation of markets, though seemingly a positive development for food access, is disproportionate to the number of producers with the ability to sell. In some cases, this has resulted in poorly attended markets where producers are not able to sell enough products to make the venture worthwhile. The decline in the number of farmers certified to sell is also attributable to vendor attrition, particularly among citrus and avocado vendors, after an initial rush to be certified.

**Indicator 1.1c: Number of Farms with Direct Sales and Direct Sales as a Percent of Total Sales**

**Background:** Direct sales are sales of agricultural products by producers directly to consumers. Such sales take place through on-farm transactions such as u-pick, farm stands, or Community Supported Agriculture shares (CSAs) or off-site through farmers’ markets, or restaurant sales, just to name a few. Across the nation the value of direct sales increased 26 percent between 1997 and 2007 by comparison with overall farm sales, which increased only 17 percent. The rate of increase in direct sales for Western States, including California, tops the national average at 134 percent.19

---

Figure 1.5 Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS, Census of Agriculture, Market Value of Agricultural Products Sold Including Direct Sales. Note: Logarithmic scale. Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

Figure 1.6 Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS, Census of Agriculture. Market Value of Agricultural Products Sold Including Direct Sales. Note: Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

Figure 1.7 Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS, Census of Agriculture. Table 2: Market Value of Agricultural Products Sold Including Direct Sales. Notes: Logarithmic scale. Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.
Trends: Both the number and percent of farms with direct sales in San Diego County have grown modestly between 1982 and 2007, while in California and the U.S. the number of farms and percent with direct sales has declined somewhat with substantial fluctuations in intervening years.

Although the dollar value of direct sales in the county is relatively small compared to total farm sales, the volume has nevertheless increased significantly as a percent of total farm sales, nearly doubling between 1982 and 2007. The percent of direct farm sales compared to total farm sales for San Diego County in 2007 (1.1 percent) was more than twice that of California (0.5 percent) and nearly three times that of the U.S. (0.4 percent).

The robust nature of direct farm sales in San Diego County is attributable to several factors. First, the ability to grow year-round enables producers to market a wide range of fruits, vegetables, and animal products during all four seasons. Additionally, the proximity of agriculture to the expanding coastal metropolis of San Diego and North San Diego enables a more direct producer-consumer interface than in most other regions in the U.S. Finally, the last few years have seen a dramatically increased demand for local food.

Indicator 1.1d: Number of Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Programs

Background: Community Supported Agriculture programs (CSAs) are marketing mechanisms in which consumers purchase a share of a farmer’s yield, which is then distributed on a regular, often weekly basis to the purchasing individual. Such arrangements are considered to be of mutual benefit to the producer and consumer in that the share is purchased in advance of product distribution thus enabling a dispersal of risk between producer and consumer. The consumer enjoys the taste and health benefits of fresh, local produce while developing a deeper understanding of seasonality and a range of products he or she might not otherwise have exposure to. Across the United States, the number of CSAs has increased from 60 in 1990 to more than 3,500 in 2010.20

---

**Trends:** Currently there are 14 known CSAs located in San Diego County including at least one meat-based CSA. Ranging in scale from 10 to more than 2000 shares, the majority provide approximately 200 shares of fresh produce to customers throughout San Diego and bordering counties. As compared to citrus and avocado growers, smaller-scale diversified growers with direct marketing abilities, such as those utilizing a CSA-like model appear to be fairing quite well as demand for local produce continues to increase. Though a lack of historical data on the number of CSAs in the county makes it difficult to show a trend over time, most CSAs are fully subscribed and may be expected to increase in size or number of shares in the coming years. Nevertheless, as the total number of available shares within the county increases, producers may experience customer attrition unless consumer demand keeps pace.

**Indicator 1.1e: Number of School Gardens**

**Background:** School gardens provide a dynamic environment in which to enhance student health and achievement. And while using gardens as a curriculum tool is nothing new, increased interest in local food production and concern over rising obesity rates among children has led to the establishment of thousands of new school garden programs across the nation. In California alone, passage of AB 1352, the California Instructional School Garden Program, in 2006, enabled the disbursement of nearly 11 million dollars for the establishment of school gardens throughout the state.
**Trends:** With 232 school gardens currently in operation out of 747 schools, approximately 30 percent of schools in San Diego County have access to a school garden. Ranging from a focus on native species, to job skills training, to nutrition and food preparation, these programs provide a unique opportunity for engaged, hands-on learning not always available in the classroom. With the allocation of nearly $900,000 in 2006 from the California Instructional School Garden Program, the number of school gardens has climbed steadily over the last four years. However, not all gardens are utilized to their full potential and maintenance and on-going funding remains a barrier to the longevity of programming.

**Goal 1.2: San Diego County Residents, From Infants to Seniors, Consume More Healthful Foods**

Every day, communities across the U.S. are inundated with cheap, high calorie soda and snack food, whether through advertising or the simple reality of what is available. In California, fast food restaurants are four times as prevalent as fresh food outlets and grocery stores. In a landscape where inexpensive, highly-processed foods are so commonplace, it is not surprising that only a reported 16.1 percent of California adults eat their daily recommended amount of fruits and vegetables. This low consumption rate places Californians at high risk for a number of chronic diseases. In fact, San Diego County spends an estimated $3 billion on healthcare costs related to overweight, obesity, and physical inactivity each year. It is important that significant effort be made to ensure all environments support healthy eating, including those with broad community audiences such as schools, hospitals, and military facilities.

**Indicator 1.2a: Obesity and Overweight in School Age Children**

**Background:** Since 1980, the number of children in the U.S. with a body mass index (BMI) in the 95th percentile, otherwise termed obese, has tripled. At present, according to the 2007-8 National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (NHANES), approximately 17 percent of children under the age of 19 are obese. Studies indicate that individuals experiencing obesity or overweight during childhood are significantly more likely to be obese as adults and to experience higher rates of diabetes and other diet-related diseases. In an effort to monitor adolescent health and fitness, the California Department of Education (DOE) administers the physical fitness testing which includes in its assessment a BMI measurement.

---

VISION 1: BETTER HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY RESIDENTS

Figure 1.10 Source: California Department of Education, Physical Fitness Report
Notes: Healthy Fitness Zone is a criteria established by the Cooper Institute to represent a level of fitness that offers some degree of protection against diseases that result from sedentary living. A BMI of 14.5-26.5 would be considered within the Healthy Fitness zone for a ninth grade student depending on age and gender.

**Trends:** San Diego County’s rate of childhood obesity and overweight as measured through physical fitness testing of school age children in grades five, seven and nine has not improved over the last decade.²⁵ For youth in ninth grade, the current rate of overweight rests at 31 percent as measured by a body mass index (BMI) in excess of that considered to be healthy.²⁶ This rate, up from 27 percent in 2001, puts San Diego well above the national goal of no more than 5 percent child obesity as set by the Department of Health and Human Services in their Healthy People 2010 national objectives. Rates of obesity and overweight in fifth and seventh grade are also well above these goals with approximately 30 percent of each age group outside of the Healthy Fitness Zone.

**Indicator 1.2b: Percent of Type II Diabetes Diagnoses**

**Background:** Currently, more than 23.6 million people or 7.8 percent of the population in the U.S. have been diagnosed with diabetes.²⁷ Of these, more than 90 percent are attributable to Type II diabetes, which is associated with obesity and inactivity. Though Type II diagnoses have historically occurred around age 40, as the rate of obesity and overweight in youth continues to grow, so too does the rate of early-onset Type II diabetes. Data on diabetes in youth and young adults in San Diego County is being gathered by the California Health Interview Survey (CHIS); however, the number of cases is relatively small for this age group and can not be accurately reported at this time. As explained by the CDC, “it is hard to detect type 2 diabetes in children because it can go undiagnosed for a long time; because children may have no symptoms or mild symptoms; and because blood tests are needed for diagnosis.”²⁸ Given these challenges, it is difficult to get an accurate view into the level of Type II diabetes among youth at the County level. As of 2007, the rate of diabetes amongst individuals under the age of 20, across the nation, was .22 percent or 186,300 individuals.²⁹

---

²⁶ A healthy BMI, is one that falls within the Healthy Fitness Zone as described by the Cooper Institute, for the California Department of Education. For more information visit www.cde.ca.gov/ta/fg/pltdocuments/pftperfinal10.pdf.
Trends: According to the California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), the overall rate of adult diabetes in San Diego County in 2007 was 6.3 percent, up from a 2001 CHIS study which put the rate at 5.5 percent (see Figure 1.11). Of these diagnoses, more than 85 percent are Type II, which is often associated with a lack of physical activity or overweight (see Figure 1.12). However, the rate of Type II in adults has remained fairly constant over the survey years, despite an increase in the percent of obese adults. This may be attributable to changes in definitions, difficulty in identification or the fact that not enough time has passed to see a relationship between rising rates of obesity and Type II diabetes diagnosis. Nevertheless, a continued rise in rates of obesity, particularly among children and adolescents, may result in an increased Type II diagnosis among San Diego County residents.

Determining the age of onset is another important factor, however data collection for diabetes in youth is not readily available at the county level.
Indicator 1.2c: Food Choice; Fruit and Vegetable Consumption and Sugary Drinks

Background: Both the quantity and quality of food consumed plays a significant role in the overall health and well being of individuals. In particular, choosing foods that provide essential nutrients without excessive saturated fat, sugar or salt is essential to the avoidance of numerous chronic and diet-related diseases and increased life expectancy. Diets rich in fruits and vegetables, in particular, have been shown to reduce risk of heart disease, diabetes, stroke and high blood pressure.

Figure 1.13: Source: California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), UCLA Center for Health Policy Research, Table: Eat five or more servings daily of fruits and vegetables - teens
Notes: Defined as individuals between the ages of 12 and 17 who eat 5 or more or less than 5 fruits and vegetables a day. 2001 data may exclude survey responses for which answers were unknown.

Figure 1.14: Source: California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), UCLA Center for Health Policy Research, Table: Soda or other sugary drinks consumed yesterday
Notes: Defined as individuals under 18 who consumed more than two sodas or sugary drinks yesterday.
**Trends:** Currently, the CDC suggests consuming five or more servings of fruits and vegetables a day, yet the number of children and adults in San Diego County who achieve this level of consumption is on the decline. For teens in particular, the number consuming the recommended servings declined by nearly a quarter (see Figure 1.13), from 30 percent in a 2003 to 22.5 percent in the 2007 CHIS survey. Nevertheless, these rates remain slightly above the state average. Though data on the rate of adults consuming five or more a day are not available for 2007, the 2005 rate was higher than for teens, at 47 percent, down from 51 percent in the 2001 CHIS survey. However, unlike teen consumption, the percent of adults consuming five or more servings a day in San Diego County (46.5 percent), is now less than for the state as a whole (48.7 percent).

Conversely, the amount of soda consumed by youth has declined by nearly 50 percent since 2007 from 24.4 percent consuming two or more sodas a day in 2003 to only 12.6 percent in 2007 (Figure 1.14). This reduction in consumption may be attributable to two different pieces of state legislation, the first banning soda sales in elementary and middle schools in 2003 (the California Childhood Obesity Prevention Act) and the second banning sales in high schools in 2005 (the Healthy Beverage Bill).

**Indicator 1.2d: Number of Farm to School Programs**

**Background:** Farm to school programs connect school age children and young adults with area farms through local sourcing of school food, farm visits and other agriculturally related curricula. Such programs, which are intended to improve the health and nutrition of youth as well as support small and medium-scale producers, have proliferated around the nation over the last ten years with more than 2,200 currently in existence in all 50 states. According to the National Farm to School Network, an estimated 72 programs exist in California alone, reaching more than 400 schools.

**Trends:** While interest in and support for farm to school sourcing in San Diego County is on the rise, few consistent distribution networks or sourcing relationships exist yet. San Diego Unified School District, the largest district in the county, may be the first to formally launch a farm to school program in 2010 while a recent survey of 24 other district food service directors, representing 384 schools, revealed widespread interest in local sourcing. However, limited funds for school food have resulted in a lack of infrastructure required for storage and preparation of farm-fresh products among many county schools. Additionally, small and medium scale growers have, in many cases, struggled to meet the demands of school districts and other institutions due in large part to liability or product volume requirements from distributors or schools. As a result, a collaboration of school food advocates and producers are working to develop a mechanism for aggregating product as a means of enhancing distribution to better meet demand.

Other farm to school related programming, such as farm visits, food production in school gardens and agricultural curriculum offerings are relatively prevalent in the county and serve as important mechanisms for educating youth about the food system.
**Indicator 1.2e: Amount of Produce Distributed by Food Banks**

**Background:** Traditionally, food banks have served as a mechanism for connecting food insecure populations with food that might otherwise go to waste. Due to spoilage rates and cost of refrigeration associated with produce distribution, food banks have served generally as a conduit for canned, dried or similarly non-perishable food. However as the health impacts of processed food, including high fat, sugar and preservative content, have become better understood, interest and support for fresh food distribution by way of food banks has grown.

**Trends:** San Diego County has three food banks, which distribute food through numerous partner agencies and in some cases direct services (see Figure 1.13). All three currently distribute fresh produce, both donated and purchased, in addition to dry and canned goods. Total produce distribution capacity in 2009 ranged from 337,500 lbs for the North County Food Bank to 3,490,705 lbs for the San Diego Food Bank to 3,717,288 lbs for the local Feeding America food bank.

Nevertheless, insufficient storage and refrigeration for fresh foods and produce both at the food banks and their respective partner agencies, continues to be one of the primary obstacles to increased distribution. Similarly, the challenges associated with food preparation of culturally unfamiliar produce are also a barrier to successful fresh food distribution and utilization. Though some food banks do receive donations of locally grown fruits and vegetables from area farmers’ markets, much of the produce distributed by food banks is derived from the California Association of Food Bank’s Farm to Family Program. Within this program, produce from throughout California and the region that might otherwise not be marketable, is donated to or purchased by the program for cents on the dollar, and then trucked to various food banks throughout the state. Supplementing Farm to Family and farmers’ market donations are donations from grocery stores and other produce programs including the Choice System and Foodlink. In the case of the North County Food Bank, some produce is even grown on-site by way of a community garden project aimed at directly mitigating food insecurity amongst its clients.

---

**Farm to School at San Diego Unified School District**

As the largest school district in the county and the second largest in the state, San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD) has made the provision of fresh, local foods a priority within its school meal program. With the launch of its Farm to School initiative in October 2010, SDUSD became the first school district in the county to regularly include locally grown fruits and vegetables in its school meals. As a first step, the program sources local foods for their Harvest of the Month program. Local foods are featured once a week for a month in 188 school salad bars. This program will have the potential to provide all of its 135,000 students with food from local farms by Fall 2010.

SDUSD’s efforts were combined with that of chefs, farmers, food service directors, and public health professionals involved with the Whole Foods Market / San Diego County Childhood Obesity Initiative Farm to School Taskforce to further increase healthy, local food procurement in San Diego County. Taskforce members worked closely with SDUSD and Tierra Miguel Foundation to create formal relationships between local food distributors and farmers. As a result, a total of 13 school districts aligned efforts in October 2010 to conduct farm to school activities.

---

1 Though San Diego Unified School District is the first district to start large-scale local sourcing, a number of other schools, primarily private or charter, have already begun to include some locally grown food in their school meals. For more information, visit: www.farmtoschool.org.

32 Feeding America is a national network of food banks, www.feedingamerica.org.
With the exception of avocados and citrus, the majority of produce finding its way to food bank clients in San Diego County is not locally grown, but rather a reflection of excess commodity crops from farmers or packers within the region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Bank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Produce Distributed (lbs)</th>
<th>Produce Origin</th>
<th>Annual Clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeding America Food Bank</td>
<td>Farm to Family</td>
<td>2,196,103</td>
<td>Regional/National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choice System</td>
<td>545,760</td>
<td>CA, AZ, OR, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Grocery Stores</td>
<td>975,425</td>
<td>National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding America Food Bank Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,717,288</td>
<td></td>
<td>437,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North County Food Bank</td>
<td>General (90% grocery stores)</td>
<td>337,500</td>
<td>National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North County Food Bank Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>337,500</td>
<td></td>
<td>218,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego Food Bank</td>
<td>Farm to Family</td>
<td>1,575,504</td>
<td>Regional/National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Business &amp; Individuals</td>
<td>1,391,575</td>
<td>National/Local</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foodlink</td>
<td>523,626</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego Food Bank Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,490,705</td>
<td></td>
<td>304,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,545,493</td>
<td></td>
<td>791,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.15: Source: Feeding America Food Bank, North County Food Bank, San Diego Food Bank. Notes: Data not publically available.

Goal 1.3: All San Diego County Residents Have Access to Affordable, Healthful, Culturally Desirable Foods at all Times

Boasting a Mediterranean climate with year-round growing conditions over an expanse of land the size of Rhode Island, San Diego County has the potential to improve access to healthy food among all its residents. Home to individuals from more than 30 countries, speaking more than 40 languages, San Diego has a unique aptitude for growing diverse crops throughout the year, thereby increasing access for all to healthy, culturally-appropriate foods. Yet, it is estimated that more than 164,000 (30% of adults whose income is less than 200 percent of the Federal Poverty Level) residents are food insecure, facing real concerns about the source of their next meal.33

**Indicator 1.3a: Level of Food Security**

**Background:** As defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, food security means “access by all members [of a household] at all times to enough food for an active, healthy life.” Thus, food insecurity can be understood as limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate foods. The number of households in the U.S. that experienced some food insecurity between 2001 and 2007 remained fairly even at approximately 11 percent, but saw a significant increase in 2008 to nearly 15 percent. By comparison, in California the average of low and very low food insecurity rates for 2006-2008 was 12.2 percent, not a statistically significant difference from the U.S. average for 2006-2008, which was 12.0 percent.

The food insecurity figures for San Diego County and California, described below, are substantially higher than the statewide and national figures gathered by the Economic Research Service due to differences in survey methodology. Food security questions in California and San Diego County were asked only of adults with incomes less than 200 percent of Federal Poverty Level. In the national survey all households were asked irrespective of income.

![Percent of Food Insecurity](image)

**Figure 1.16:** Source: California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), UCLA Center for Health Policy Research. Food security (ability to afford enough food)

**Notes:** CA and SD data was asked of low-income adults less than 200 percent of FPL.

**Trends:** Though slightly lower than rates for California, rates of food insecurity in San Diego County have increased by more than three percent since 2001, demonstrating that reliable access to food amongst low-income adults has worsened (Figure 1.16). Nevertheless, both county and state trends are similar and indicate that populations, as of the latest data year, have become more food insecure. The economic downturn of 2008 will likely result in even higher rates of food insecurity as demonstrated in the U.S. numbers for 2008.

---


35 Ibid.


**Indicator 1.3b: Number of Farmers’ Markets Utilizing Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) for Redemption of Public Benefits; Redemption Rate of CalFresh (Food Stamps) and WIC**

**Background:** As the number of farmers’ markets continues to grow across the nation, so too has recognition of the fact that many of the goods available there are out of reach for low-income community members. In an effort to increase access for individuals or households receiving public assistance benefits such as CalFresh (formerly known as SNAP or food stamps) or Woman, Infant and Children (WIC) vouchers, electronic benefit transfer machines (EBT) are increasingly being utilized at farmers’ markets to enable redemption of these benefits for fresh, locally grown food. EBT machines are of benefit to both consumers and vendors and are an important step towards increasing access to local, fresh foods.

**Trends:** Use of EBT machines for public assistance benefit redemption at farmers’ markets began in June 2008 with the City Heights Farmers’ Market and has expanded to six additional markets in subsequent years. From September 2009 to August 2010, total EBT redemption at farmers’ markets in San Diego County was $35,252.95 with average monthly redemption rates at the end of the period more than double those at the beginning. Increases in utilization have been ongoing since implementation, particularly in communities with lower average household incomes, reflecting greater outreach efforts and word of mouth about the availability of public benefit redemption at these farmers’ markets. At markets in higher income areas, EBT redemption is still insignificant. As of August 2010, City Heights was the most successful market in the nation with regards to EBT redemption.

Currently 18 markets are certified to accept WIC Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program (FMNP) checks – of which participants receive five $4 checks a year for use only on fresh, California grown produce. In addition, a new pilot program for WIC participants, which began in May 2010 at five sites throughout the state including the City Heights market, allows for the use of “fruit and vegetable checks” at farmers’ markets in addition to grocery stores. Data on redemption of WIC “fruit and vegetable checks” and FMNP are not yet available to the public.

In light of positive reception by both benefit recipients and farmers’ market vendors, expansion of EBT and WIC redemption opportunities is likely in advance of January 2012 at which point all markets

---

38 Data on EBT redemption from purchases made at farmers’ markets is collected by the California EBT project and was made available by the San Diego County Health Services Department. At this time, this data is not readily available to the public.
will be required to provide EBT access as stipulated in California Assembly Bill 537. Additional incentive programs exist, such as one managed by the International Rescue Committee, a national refugee support organization with offices in San Diego. The program, called Fresh Funds, provides matching funds up to 20 dollars per month for purchases made with SNAP, WIC and Supplemental Security Income (SSI), thereby helping to increase access to local produce even further. Between October 2009 and 2010, nearly $50,000 in EBT and WIC benefits was spent at farmers' markets that would not otherwise have been available for use at these venues.  

**Indicator 1.3c: Number of Community Gardens**

**Background:** As defined by the American Community Gardening Association, a community garden is any piece of land gardened by a group of people. Such gardens can be urban or rural, multi-acre or a fraction of an acre and located on public or private land. Community gardens, which have been shown to increase physical activity and nutrition while enhancing quality of life,

41 have grown in number to an estimated 18,000 across the U.S.42 At the same time, the modes of community engagement and programming within community gardens have also increased in response to renewed interest in urban and home-scale food production.

**Figure 1.17:** Source: Community Gardens, San Diego Master Gardeners

Notes: Data for 2005 not available

---

40 Data on annual combined redemption of WIC and CalFresh (or SNAP) are from the International Rescue Committee's Fresh Fund redemption data. For more information visit www.theirc.org/us-program/us-san-diego-ca


**Trends:** Support for local and community based agriculture in San Diego County has increased dramatically over the last decade, with the number of gardens and farms increasing to 27 in 2010 from 17 just 7 years earlier (Figure 1.17). In addition to growth in the number of gardens across the county, diversity in programming and the range of communities served has expanded. In particular, the number of gardens with facilitated learning opportunities, such as agricultural training certificates or workshops run by non-profit community-based organizations, has increased to meet growing demand. At the close of 2010, six additional gardens were in the planning stages for spring of 2011.

Nevertheless, establishment of new gardens, particularly in urban areas such as the City of San Diego, remains challenging due to the cost of land, competing land uses, bureaucratic inertia and restrictive zoning and permitting. The number of gardens in low-income communities remains disproportionately few despite notable progress in some areas. Within the 27 gardens noted above, the estimated number of community garden plots currently in use by individuals or households is 800, which does not include substantial community farm and shared plot acreage.

![Figure 1.18 San Diego County Community Gardens and Median Household Income by Census Tract](image)

**Goal 1.4: Initiation and Duration of Breastfeeding, the Healthiest First Food, Increases in San Diego County**

Breast milk is known as a perfect food for newborn and growing babies. The first milk, the substance produced in the first few days after birth, provides infants a matchless source of nutrients and antibodies while continued breastfeeding, particularly during the first six months of life, has positive ecological, financial, and health impacts. On average, a mother that breastfeeds can save more than $1,500 a year— allowing families to use money for other immediate needs. Breastfed children also save

---

on healthcare costs due to reduced incidences of health problems, such as asthma, infections, and obesity. Policies that make breastfeeding a realistic option for all mothers can contribute to making San Diego County a healthier community.

**Indicator 1.4a: Percent of Women Who Breastfeed, Including Any Breastfeeding and Exclusive Breastfeeding**

**Background:** Nationally, breastfeeding initiation rates as measured during the first days after childbirth, have increased slightly to 75 percent, thereby meeting 2010 Healthy People objectives for initiation. However, rates at six months and one year drop to 43 percent and 22 percent respectively, falling short of objectives for these respective ages by several percentage points. Exclusive breastfeeding, which refers to breastfeeding without formula supplementation, as measured at three and six months, is significantly lower at 33 and 13.3 percent respectively, again falling short of national objectives and demonstrating a trend of reduced breastfeeding over time. In other words, though the overall percentage of mothers who attempt some breastfeeding continues to rise slightly, the percent that exclusively breastfeed, or breastfeed for a longer duration, is significantly lower and in some cases, on the decline. By comparison to national rates, the state of California is one of only ten states to meet all five Healthy People 2010 Objectives as laid out by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) with regards to breastfeeding.

**Figure 1.19:** Source: California Department of Public Health, California In-Hospital Breastfeeding, County of Residence Table

Notes: “Any” includes “exclusive” breastfeeding. Data gathered at time of first specimen collection (24-48 hours)


46 Ibid.

47 Ibid.
**Vision 1: Better Health and Well-being of San Diego County Residents**

**Trends:** Breastfeeding rates in San Diego County, described as “any breastfeeding” in Figure 1.19, are measured during the first 24-48 hours after childbirth and include mothers who participate in any breastfeeding even if formula is used as a supplement. These rates, also known as “initiation” rates, continue to exceed those of the state and nation at approximately 92 percent as of the last survey year (2008).

Exclusive breastfeeding refers to feeding practices that include no formula. These rates, as measured during the first two days post partum, are considerably lower within San Diego County, at approximately 64 percent in 2008, and have improved slightly between 2001 and 2008. Nevertheless, rates within San Diego County still exceed those of the state by more than 14 percent.

As with the national trends, both San Diego County and California show reduced breastfeeding rates for both any and exclusive breastfeeding as the infant gets older. In 2006, 69.7 percent of San Diego mothers and 69.4 percent of California mothers self-reported any breastfeeding two months after giving birth (see Figure 1.20). In the same year only 45.7 percent of San Diego mothers and 40.2 percent of California mothers indicated exclusive breastfeeding of their two-month-old infants. A sharp drop-off in both any and exclusive breastfeeding after the mother and infant leave the hospital is clear.

**Indicator 1.4b: Child’s Age When Stopped Breastfeeding**

**Background:** While rates of breastfeeding initiation in San Diego County are relatively high, rates of sustained breastfeeding are much lower. Studies indicate that increased duration of breastfeeding has the potential to positively impact development and health later in life. In particular, breastfeeding for more than nine months has been shown to significantly reduce rates of obesity in adulthood, while other studies show an association between higher IQ, and stronger reading and writing abilities in children who were breastfed as compared to those who were not.

---


Trends: Despite national recommendations that mothers breastfeed for 6 to 12 months, data on the duration of breastfeeding, particularly exclusive breastfeeding at the county level, is limited. Of women who report any breastfeeding in San Diego, 46.2 percent do so for more than 9 months with 11.3 percent breastfeeding for more than 18 months. By comparison, rates in California are lower in these categories - 40.3 percent at more than 9 months and 8.7 percent at more than 18.

Indicator 1.4c: Number and Percent of Baby-Friendly Hospitals

Background: Though breastfeeding seems like a natural choice given its economic and health benefits, many new mothers need support in making the decision to do so. Whether as a result of public perception or more subtle negative reinforcement, many women do not feel confident beginning or continuing to breastfeed and benefit from a high level of facilitation and support during the first days after childbirth. Baby-Friendly Hospitals, as recognized by the World Health Organization and UNICEF, are hospitals that provide an optimal level of care including information, skills, and support for infant
feeding, thus helping to ensure that more mothers are empowered to initiate and continue breastfeeding. As of September 2010 there were 100 Baby-Friendly Hospitals in the nation.

**Trends:** Currently, there are only two Baby-Friendly Hospitals in San Diego County - Scripps Medical Center in Encinitas and University of California, San Diego in San Diego - accounting for 11 percent of total hospitals with maternity and delivery services. Unfortunately, the Baby-Friendly certification often results in increased costs for hospitals for formula and other feeding materials that were previously provided for free by formula companies. Such costs make the certification more challenging for many hospitals irrespective of the quality of breastfeeding services they provide.

**Goal 1.5: San Diego County Has Local, Accessible, Adequate Food Supplies for Emergency Preparedness**

San Diego County with its arid climate, active fault lines, and proximity to the Pacific Ocean must be prepared for a variety of emergency situations. Bioterrorism and contamination of food supplies are also areas of concern for emergency preparedness and the food system in particular. A successful emergency plan should be designed to connect urban and rural residents to immediate food and water supplies in the event of natural or man-made disaster. At the same time, a strong local food system, in conjunction with prepared community partners, can help to ensure that storage, transportation, and distribution mechanisms are in place to meet these challenges, if, and when, they arise.

**Indicator 1.5a: Units of Food and Water Available for Emergency Preparedness**

**Background:** While local, state and federal government is given the responsibility of preparing and responding to a regional disaster or emergency, including the provision of food and water, the private sector ultimately controls most of the region’s critical infrastructure, employment base and vital supply of goods and services. In fact, many nationwide resource retailers have a greater response capability than our governments. In an effort to facilitate partnerships between governments and the private sector for enhanced emergency preparedness, the County of San Diego Office of Emergency Services formally established the ReadySanDiego Business Alliance in 2009, while local emergency management agencies, such as the San Diego-Imperial County Red Cross, have implemented an effective public-private partnership which will be instrumental in addressing both food/water procurement and distribution during a regional disaster or emergency.

**Trends:** The County of San Diego does not stockpile food and water, but rather relies on partnerships, both private and public, to meet its needs in the event of emergency. The ReadySanDiego Business Alliance, including multiple large retailers, is the first entity to which the County would turn for provision of food and water if the event was catastrophic and those commodities were not readily available in local stores. Subsequently, in the event that supplies provided by the Alliance prove insufficient or inaccessible, assistance would
be sought from the state and federal government in procuring commodities necessary to meet the need of impacted residents.

Other entities, such as the American Red Cross San Diego County has approximately 98,000 units of water and 42,000 units of food stored at two sites in the county. Two hundred emergency food provision boxes containing enough food for a family of four for three days are soon to be available at four locations throughout the county with 2000 additional boxes ready for preparation in the event of disaster. Additionally, four stocked canteen vehicles are available to distribute food and water should the need arise. Two more un-stocked canteen vehicles are located in the Imperial Valley where temperatures preclude the storage of food therein.

These limited units of food and water may later be supplemented by the release of approximately two million pounds of USDA food commodities stored at the San Diego Food Bank.

**Indicator 1.5b: Transportation Partners for Emergency Preparedness**

**Background:** Beyond the number of units of food and water available either by way of stockpile or private partners, ensuring that those units are efficiently distributed in the event of emergency is a major consideration for optimal preparedness. With a lengthy coastline and international border, as well as vulnerability to fires and earthquakes, distribution systems in San Diego County must be adaptable both to the type of emergency as well as the locational logistics. The County’s Emergency Operation Center (EOC) is responsible for managing and prioritizing needs within this unique and challenging environment, and ultimately for coordinating deliveries. The ReadySanDiego Business Alliance, including large retailers and others with significant shipping and distribution capacities, will also play a critical role integrating, transporting and distributing these resources during an event.

**Trends:** The impact to critical infrastructure including utilities, highways, roads, bridges is largely variable depending on the scope and scale of the disaster. Infrastructure is frequently either damaged or destroyed, which may impact the logistical distribution of supplies, such as food and water. One system which promotes strategic planning is the activation and operation of drive-through Point of Distribution (POD) sites. A POD is a non-medical, alternative method of mass distribution of ice, water, food, tarps or other commodities to County residents in the event of a widespread disaster. PODs would continue to function until the infrastructure of the community recovers to the point where the community is able to function independently. The County of San Diego is further developing this operational tool which in the future may be incorporated into disaster recovery planning activities such as exercises, drills, and training. Regional Staging Areas would also be established throughout the County to continually stock the PODs.

Additionally, the development of a multi-agency feeding plan by the American Red Cross San Diego and others will further facilitate communication in the event of an emergency and aid in the deployment of the most appropriate transportation resources for the circumstance. Currently, the San Diego-Imperial County Red Cross has one box truck, six canteen vehicles and one National Emergency Response Vehicle (ERV).
Vision 2: Agricultural Stewardship of San Diego County’s Environmental Resource Base

National Trends

Between 2002 and 2007, more than 7.5 million acres of rural land in the United States was converted to development or other urban uses. Of that land, 4 million acres was agricultural land. Though this rate of conversion has slowed somewhat from the previous decade – 23 million acres of farmland converted between 1982 and 2007 – it nevertheless poses significant risks to our natural resource base and the security of our food system.

Much of this farmland conversion can be attributed to the increased value of land for development. Despite a relatively efficient and productive agricultural sector, small farms struggle to compete with a more consolidated and industrialized agricultural base. As agricultural inputs have risen in price, and competition from lower cost foreign imports has increased, the agricultural sector has experienced a reduction in crop diversity and a dramatic decline in market share for the small family farm.

Efficient and responsible water use is another important consideration for the continued viability of food systems across the nation. Currently, agriculture accounts for more than 80 percent of U.S. consumptive water use, the vast majority deriving from ground and surface water sources. Depletion of area water sources and contaminated run-off both have the potential to adversely impact human and environmental health.

Organic production, in which chemical and synthetic crop applications are limited and methods such as compost application help to enhance water-holding capacity, has grown significantly over the last decade. Total acres of organic production have increased by more than 450 percent from 562,486 acres in 2002 to 2,577,418 acres in 2007, even as total agricultural acres have declined.

Yard waste and food residue make up nearly 26 percent of the U.S. waste stream, and when combined with organic residues from agriculture and landscaping, constitute a resource of tremendous potential value. Finished compost can be used by home gardeners as well as farmers to nourish plants, improve soil tilth and water holding capacity, while simultaneously diverting waste from landfills.

Beyond land-based agriculture, seafood is an important food source for Americans, and one that
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also requires careful management for continued sustainability. Across much of the nation, overfishing combined with environmental stress has led to increased regulation and a decline in the fishing industry, manifesting both in reduced employment and diminished catch.  

**San Diego County Trends**

Many of the aforementioned national trends also manifest at the county level. In particular, data on agricultural land conversion, crop diversity, fish landings and water quality demonstrate that a variety of pressures are adversely impacting the future viability of a diversified local food economy. The cost of agricultural production, linked both to the cost of water and land, is a primary contributor to a shift away from food crop production to higher value nursery crops which do not contribute to increased food security in the county.

In some cases, however, as with organic acreage, urban water consumption and expenditures on fossil fuel intensive commercial fertilizers, San Diego County appears to be a leader, both on a state and national level. Trends in these areas demonstrate the unique nature of agriculture within this county as well as the ability of communities to adapt to resource scarcity in a manner that stands to benefit the livelihoods of both growers and consumers.

The goals and indicators that follow paint a picture of how well current food production practices in San Diego County support and preserve the natural resource base on which such practices are based.

**Goal 2.1: San Diego County Increases its Working Lands for Urban and Rural Food Production**

San Diego County’s distinct climate sets it apart from nearly every other county in the nation. With the ability to grow food year-round, San Diego County has the capacity to successfully market its fresh, local food to a large and growing population. However, a number of challenges will have to be overcome to ensure ongoing access to land for food production both in urban and rural communities.

The region’s coastal location often increases land costs, while land regulations and the price of water place additional pressures on the livelihood of farmers. At the same time, the increasing average age of farmers and encroaching development threaten San Diego County’s rich farming tradition.

In some urban areas, excessively complex or bureaucratic land use policies and planning procedures have unintentionally created barriers to community garden establishment. City and county policies are needed to ensure urban and rural communities have continued access to land for agricultural use while capitalizing on the county’s largely ideal growing conditions.

**Indicator 2.1a: Number of Farms and Size of Farm Operations**

**Background:** Despite a precipitous decline in total agricultural acres, the number of farm operations across the nation has remained relatively constant; fluctuating from 2.26 million in 1978 to 2.2

---

million in 2007, a decline of 2.6 percent. The number of farms in California has also declined a bit more significantly ranging from 73,194 in 1978 to 81,033 in 2007. Nevertheless, these figures do not capture important changes in farm scale. Since 1978, the number of very large operations (1000-9,999 acres) has risen significantly as has the number of operations of less than 50 acres, with those in the middle generally declining in number. Given that about 2 percent of total farmland is in the under 50 acre category, this means that the majority of our farm products increasingly come from very large farms.57

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Farms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>5,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>6,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>6,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>6,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>7,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>5,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>6,687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.1** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture, Summary Highlights. Notes: All farm operations, not just food crops. Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

**Figure 2.2** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture, Farms, Land in Farms, Value of Land and Buildings, and Land Use. Notes: Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

**Trends:** The number of farms in San Diego County has increased by 31.5 percent, from 5,085 in 1978 to 6,687 in 2007, by comparison to an 11 percent increase in California (see Figure 2.1). This growth is entirely attributable to an increase in the number of farms between 1 and 9 acres, (see Figure 2.2) making San Diego the number one county in California with regards to the number of small farms.

However, not all of these small farms contribute directly to food security given ongoing growth in the number of nursery crop operations which are included within the farm designation. Such operations do not require the same acreage-to-crop ratio as most food crops and are often small by comparison to a food farm with similar revenue. At the same time, growth in farms of less than 10 acres may also be attributable to an increase in the number of part-time farms where the owners rely on off-farm employment for income – see Figure 2.2.58

The number of farms within all other size categories declined over the period. Very large farms, those with 1000 acres or more, declined by 33 percent from 69 in 1987 to 46 in 2007. This trend away from large farm operations runs counter to national trends and is a reflection of the price of water and land, which makes production of low value commodity crops or livestock difficult in San Diego County. Small, diversified and organic operations which rely more heavily on direct sales, as well as nursery operations producing high value ornamental crops, have proven more successful in the face of rising water costs. Hilly terrain as well as historically small parcel sizes have also contributed to the trend towards small farms in the county.

**Indicator 2.1b: Farm Income**

![Number of Farms by Income Category](image)

**Trends:** Between the data years of 1987 and 2007, the number of farms within all income categories grew, with the exception of farms generating less than $10,000 a year in sales. Farms with more than $500,000 in sales, the highest income category, grew by 37 percent, from 191 to 262, as seen in Figure 2.3, while those with $250,000 to $499,999 and those with $100,000 to $249,999 also grew significantly. From 1987 to 2007, the number of farms within the highest three income categories increased their representation relative to all farms, growing from 9 to 11 percent. Despite a 42 percent increase in the number farms earning between $10,000 and $100,000 annually, the total number of farms in the two lowest income categories has declined as a percent of total farms.

---

**Indicator 2.1c: Total Crop Acreage and Percent of Acreage Dedicated to Food Production**

**Background:** The price of water in San Diego County has climbed steadily for the last 25 years and now sits at approximately $922 per acre-foot\(^9\). When compared with crop commodity prices that have remained fairly level, the increased cost of water means that farmers are spending increasingly more for a steady gross return. In some cases, when the burden of water cost is too great, farmers may temporarily or completely abandon production, sometimes selling land for development or other non-agricultural uses. For those who remain in agriculture, there has been a significant move away from lower value food crops towards the ornamental crop sector, in which the rate of return is high enough to offset the cost of water.

![San Diego County Total Farmland](image)

**Figure 2.4** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture, Land in Farms: Farms, Land in Farms, Value of Land and Buildings, and Land Use; Harvested Cropland.

![Acres of Nursery vs. Total Harvested Cropland, San Diego County](image)

**Figure 2.5** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture, Nursery, Greenhouse, Floriculture, Sod, Mushrooms, Vegetable Seeds, and Propagative Materials Grown for Sale

Notes: Harvested Cropland includes land from which crops were harvested including hay, short-rotation woody crops, orchard land, citrus groves, Christmas trees, vineyards, nurseries and greenhouses. Nursery Cropland includes crops grown in open air as well as under glass, also includes floriculture crops and nursery stock.

---

\(^9\) $922 per acre foot is the approximate Municipal and Industrial (M&I) water rate for 2010, which includes all relevant fees. Water for agricultural use has historically been made available at a reduced rate by way of a special Metropolitan Water District Program called the Interim Agricultural Water Rate Program. However, because the program is scheduled for complete phase out by December 31, 2012, the dollar per acre foot discount is set to decrease each year between 2009 and 2012 until the agricultural rate reaches parity with the M&I rate. In an effort to transition to this increased cost, many farmers are moving to full M&I rate in advance of full phase out.
Trends: The amount of farmland in San Diego County has decreased over the last twenty years (see Figure 2.4) from nearly 530,000 acres in 1987 to 304,000 acres in 2007. This 43 percent decrease is largely attributable to the rising cost of water, compounded in some cases, by development pressure. Within farmland, the amount of land from which crops are actually harvested (see Figure 2.5) has also declined during this period, despite an uptick in 1997.

By contrast, ornamental and nursery crops have seen significant growth as measured by the percent of total harvested cropland they constitute, increasing from 8.8 percent to 13.9 percent between 1992 and 2007. This growth is due in large part to the larger return that nursery and floriculture crops enjoy by comparison to other agricultural commodities, thus reducing the impact of water costs on gross return. However, because nursery crops require less acreage than most other commodity crops the dramatic growth in this industry is not entirely evident in acreage figures, but rather in the percent of total agricultural revenue they constitute, as seen in Figure 2.6. As water prices continue to rise, it is likely that the nursery crop sector will continue its trend towards dominance of the agricultural sector.

Indicator 2.1d: Farm Revenue by Crop Variety

Background: Though corn, soy and wheat dominate crop production and farm revenue across much of the U.S., the unique combination of climate, topography, land value and water cost in San Diego County means that these crops are not produced in commodity form. Instead, higher value, warm weather food crops like citrus and avocado make up more than half of irrigated food crop land in the county.

New Roots Community Farm

New Roots Community Farm is a large community garden located in the City of San Diego’s diverse City Heights neighborhood. The garden, founded by the International Rescue Committee in 2009, has 89 plots of various sizes where long time residents as well as new members of the community such as Latino immigrants and Somali-Bantu, Cambodian and Hmong refugees, grow a wide variety of crops. Refugee participants that demonstrate interest in growing food commercially, and are successful with their plot, have the option of participating in a new farmer incubation program currently located at the Tierra Miguel Farm located in the county’s Pauma Valley.
Trends: Fruit and nut crops, primarily avocado and citrus, generate the most revenue of all food crops in San Diego County making up 15 percent of total crop revenue (Figure 2.6). By comparison, nursery crops generate nearly twice as much revenue as all food crops combined. Because of its significantly higher value, the rising cost of water has a comparatively smaller impact on net income within this agricultural sector, resulting in its steady and significant revenue growth since 1998. Despite a downturn in the mid-1990s, vegetable and livestock product revenue have also increased, due in large part to rising direct sales. All remaining crop categories, including apiary, field crops, livestock and poultry, and timber or specialty crops have remained constant or declined slightly.
Compounding the affect of rising water costs on some of San Diego’s major crops, is the increased importation of food crops from abroad, where water is more plentiful and labor is often cheaper. In particular, as of 2010, sales of avocados imported from Mexico and Chile exceeded those of avocados grown in San Diego County by nearly a factor of ten.\(^\text{60}\)

**Indicator 2.1e: Organic Acreage**

**Background:** Across the nation, interest in organic production methods is on the rise as awareness grows as to the impacts of chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Between 1990 and 2002, the number of certified organic acres in the nation doubled, while organic livestock sectors grew at an even faster rate.\(^\text{61}\) Currently, California has the greatest number of certified organic acres of any state at 430,000 acres, the majority of which is used for vegetable or fruit production.\(^\text{62}\)

![Image of organic produce](image.png)

![Graph showing number of organic acres](graph.png)

**Figure 2.8** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture

Notes: Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

\(^{60}\) Rowe, J. (2010) “Agriculture: Foreign avocados take over America’s big guacamole day.” North County Times.


\(^{62}\) Ibid.
**Trends:** With 317 certified organic producers growing more than 140 different crops, San Diego County has the largest number of certified producers of any county in the nation. As shown in Figure 2.7 the total number of organic acres in the county has grown from 2,303 in 2002 to 6,559 in 2007. Though this rate of growth appears slightly less significant than for the state or nation, this is attributable to the fact that much of San Diego’s conversion to organic crops occurred in years prior to the first USDA data collection.

**Indicator 2.1f: Number of Community Gardens**

**Background:** Community gardens, though rarely providing for all of the produce needs of an individual or family, can serve as an important supplement to store bought fruits and vegetables. Particularly in urban areas, where many households have no outdoor growing space and limited access to affordable fresh fruits and vegetables, community gardens have an important role to play in augmenting food security. At the same time, community gardens afford urban residents a means of remaining connected with the seasons and the practical limitations of the local growing conditions, which are also important considerations for a thriving local food economy. Interest in and support for community gardens and urban agriculture in San Diego County has increased dramatically over the last decade from 17 gardens in 2003 to 27 in 2010, with six new garden projects in the planning stages for 2011.

For more information on community gardens in San Diego County see page indicator 1.3c.

---

sive Management report indicates that a large and growing number of Californians would be interested in purchasing sustainably and locally caught seafood if made aware that California has more stringent conservation laws than many other places. The U.S. imported $13.5 billion in seafood in 2007, much of which is from countries with fewer regulations in place to ensure responsible fishing practices.

**Indicator 2.2a: Commercial Fish Landings by Weight and Value**

**Background:** After centuries of relatively un-fettered access, the U.S. instituted its first major fisheries management plan in 1976, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. This Act, initially passed as a means of regulating foreign fishing vessels off U.S. coastlines, has since become the primary mechanism for managing overfished populations by way of catch limits, reduced days at sea, shortened seasons and bycatch regulations. Such regulations have succeeded in limiting competition from foreign vessels in domestic waters, yet have limited capacity to manage continued overfishing in international waters or other environmental factors affecting fish populations.

**Trends:** Pollution, much of it resulting from urban run-off, as well as regulatory measures, historical overfishing and international competition have taken their toll on the once vibrant fishing industry in and around San Diego County. In particular, measures eliminating use of the purse seine net for tuna fishing, in light of high dolphin mortality, as well as the closure of canning facilities along the coast, have led to a decline in catch both by weight and value. Currently, urchin makes up a significant pro-

---


portion of total catch, as well as shark, halibut, crab, lobster and spot prawn. Additionally, the “live fish” market, catering primarily to sushi restaurants, appears to be an emerging market for species such as sablefish, sheephead, lobster, spot prawn and crab. As measured by total weight, landings have declined by approximately 450 thousand pounds over the last decade from 2.9 million pounds per year in 2000 to 2.4 million pounds in 2008 with a number of significant fluctuations in intervening years (see Figure 2.10). The value of these landings, as measured in total dollars, has followed a similar trend, ending in 2008 about $744,991 lower than in 2000.

**Indicator 2.2b: Number of Polluted Waterways and Relevant Clean-up Plans**

**Background:** From its dramatic coastlines to towering waterfalls and crystal clear lakes, California is home to some of the most spectacular water resources in the nation. However, rapid development, a large agricultural base and other human activities place these resources and the creatures that live in and around them at risk of contamination. The Federal Clean Water Act Section 305b requires each state to provide a biennial water quality update along with a list of all contaminated waterbodies. For those waterbodies which do not meet water quality standards, a plan for improving water quality, referred to as a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL), must be put in place.

**Trends:** 2006 was the first year for which an accounting of water quality was undertaken in the county resulting in the classification of 99 waterbodies as impaired. In 2008, a second

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waterbodies with some pollution</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polluted waterbodies requiring TMDL</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterbodies with TMDLs adopted</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.10 Source: San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board

Figure 2.11: San Diego County Impaired Waterways, San Diego Coastkeeper
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assessment was undertaken, this time showing a significant increase in the number of impaired water-bodies. While this dramatic looking jump can be taken to indicate an overall decline in water quality, it is also attributable to increased monitoring. The overall state of water quality is linked to a variety of sources including industrial and military pollution, agriculture, sewage and run-off.

In fact, many public storm drains in San Diego link directly to the sea without any pre-treatment, making urban run-off one of the greatest threats to water quality in the county. In particular, there is concern regarding consumption of seafood contaminated by mercury, arsenic, and PCBs, all of which are routinely found in coastal waters and later show up in the flesh of fish consumed by humans. Water bodies are only counted once each in determining the “number of water bodies with some pollution,” though many of these segments contain more than one pollutant. When the number of pollutants in each water body is tallied, the total of impairments rises to 1570.

In an effort to address these issues of water quality, the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board is responsible for developing and implementing a restoration plan for each impairment. These plans, referred to as Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), depend on sophisticated research and monitoring, and are costly and time intensive to implement. As a result, only seven TMDLs are currently in place in the county up from three in 2006. As such, much work remains to be done to ensure clean water for habitat, fishing and recreating exists in the county.

**Goal 2.3 San Diego County Food Producers and Processors Employ Practices that Support Animal Welfare**

In 2008, sales of livestock, poultry and related products accounted for $95.1 million in agricultural sales in San Diego County. The sector constitutes six percent of total sales in the county.

This relatively small fraction of local agriculture, despite having dropped from nine percent in 1995 to less than two percent in 2005, has been on the rise in recent years. Some of this recovery may be attributable to increasing interest among consumers in local sourcing and the husbandry practices of their meat sources.

The national market share for livestock and poultry raised on organic food supplies or pasture is also increasing at a rapid rate with the Organic Trade Association reporting a 151 percent increase in sales of organic meat and poultry products between 1999 and 2000 alone, with sales of organic milk reaching 1.3 billion in 2007. In addition, organic milk now accounts for 2.7 percent of U.S. market sales for milk.

At the same time, passage of California’s Proposition 2 requires that all swine, veal and egg producers be in compliance with new animal husbandry regulations by January 1, 2015. In fulfillment of the state law and customer demand, San Diego County has an opportunity to take advantage of its number one rank in the nation for small and organic farms, while supporting its farmers in practices that promote the health and welfare of animals and humans.

**Indicator 2.3a: Number of Animal Producers and Scale of Operation**

**Background:** San Diego’s traditionally smaller farm parcels and hilly terrain has made it difficult for livestock producers to compete with increasingly large and consolidated operations both in California’s Central Valley and throughout the Midwest. Once a major dairy producer, San Diego lost many of these smaller operations, which happened to be located within river valleys, following implementation of the Clean Water Act in 1972. Additionally, urban encroachment and economies of scale have made it more difficult for small-scale producers to compete.

Conversely, increased demand for local and organic meat products may be responsible for a slight increase in the number of animal and animal product operations within nearly all sectors. Yet as federal
or state certified processing facilities remain scarce, particularly for livestock, the ability to cultivate animal products for local or direct sale remains severely limited. For nearly 20 years, San Diego County has had no USDA certified slaughter facilities, requiring beef cattle producers to travel at least two counties north to Los Angeles for slaughter, and hog producers to travel to San Luis Obispo County.

Though pork slaughter facilities exist in Riverside County, the operation manages such volume that it cannot guarantee the return of a specific animal. Egg producers, which do not necessitate certified slaughter facilities, have experienced greater economic success as evidenced by their return to San Diego County’s top 10 commodity list in 2008.

![Number of Animal Operations with Sales, San Diego](image1)

Figure 2.12 Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture, Cattle and Calves, Hogs and Pigs, Poultry, Sheep and Lambs, Milk Goats, Colonies of Bees and Honey Collected, Aquaculture Sold
Notes: Operations with sales. Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

![Total Head of Cattle, San Diego County](image2)

Figure 2.13 Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS Census of Agriculture, Cattle and Calves
Notes: Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.
**Trends:** Despite the erosion of conventional animal production in San Diego County over the last 20 years, increased interest in local, organic foods has helped to foster some limited growth in smaller-scale production. This trend can be seen particularly in the cattle industry (See figures 2.13-2.15), where after a precipitous decline from 1987 to 2002, the number of operations has again begun to climb. Of these operations, nearly 70 percent had less than ten head of cattle in 2007 as compared to approximately 45 percent in 2002. Similarly, in the hog industry (Figure 2.15), the overall number of producers dropped 48 percent from 1987 to 1997 but began a small rebound thereafter with growth.
particularly amongst producers with less than 24 head. Nevertheless, this growing body of small-scale animal producers faces many regulatory and logistical hurdles in the slaughter and processing of their product for local consumption.

**Indicator 2.3b: Number of Organic Animal Producers**

**Background:** Organic livestock standards as outlined by the National Organic Program include specific requirements about livestock feed, healthcare and living conditions which are intended to ensure that animals are raised humanely and in a way that takes into account their natural behavior. It also requires that animals be processed in a federal or state certified processing plant in order to be sold as organic. However, with no organic certified processing facility within San Diego County, the cost to transport livestock to slaughter is prohibitive, particularly for the small producer. When combined with the cost of certification, which varies on a sliding scale according to gross farm sales, organic meat production is not yet a viable option for the majority of San Diego animal producers.

![Graph showing number of certified organic animal producers, San Diego County](image)

**Figure 2.16** Source: San Diego County Agriculture Weights and Measures

**Notes:** Data available upon request; not available prior to 2006

**Trends:** Currently there are only five certified organic animal producers in the county, up from three in 2006. Only three of the five producers have livestock, which unlike poultry, require certified processing. With the nearest state or federal processing facility located five counties away for hogs and two counties away for cattle, the inability to locally process beef cattle, hogs, lamb or goat, is likely one of the factors preventing growth in this area of the food system.

**Getting Local at the Linkery**

While the number of restaurants featuring local fruits and vegetables in their menu offerings has increased somewhat over the last couple of years, local meats have remained hard to come by. The scarcity of local meat products is not for lack of demand, but rather lack of USDA certified slaughter and processing facilities within the county. Yet, The Linkery, with its self-described “farm-driven” cuisine, has devoted considerable time to tracking down what locally and humanely raised meat products it can find within the county. When local products are not available, owner, Jay Porter, or sausage-maker, Michael McGuan, locate the next best, closest option. With a new menu each day identifying the source of nearly all local ingredients, The Linkery serves as a direct connection between consumers and local farmers, while raising awareness about and interest in the local food economy.

For more information on The Linkery, visit [www.thelinkery.com](http://www.thelinkery.com)
**Indicator 2.3c: Number of Animal Operations with a Third-Party Certification Ensuring Humane Treatment**

**Background:** Citing concerns that organic certification doesn’t hold producers to a high enough standard of humane treatment, several alternative third-party certifications have been developed in recent years by private or non-profit organizations. Certified Humane Raised and Handled and Animal Welfare Approved are two nation-wide programs with more rigorous standards designed to meet the demand of concerned consumers.

Though third-party certifications such as Certified Humane and Animal Welfare Approved may address loopholes in the National Organic Program’s standards that fail to guarantee humane treatment, the proliferation of certifications have the potential to contribute to consumer confusion. Particularly when combined with other labels such as “grass-fed,” “free-range” and “antibiotic-free,” the individual merits of each criterion may blur.

**Trends:** As of August 2010 there were no Certified Humane Raised and Handled operations in San Diego County and only two Animal Welfare Approved operations. Application, inspection, and certification fees, as in the case of Certified Humane, as well as an absence of certifiable slaughter operations required by both, may be the primary reason for such low participation rates.

**Goal 2.4: San Diego County Prioritizes Food Production in its Allocation of Available Water Resources**

San Diego County’s semi-arid climate and limited natural water supplies make water one of the area’s most precious commodities. The San Diego County Water Authority imports nearly 80 percent of its water supply to meet the demands of a $174 billion economy and 3.2 million residents.

This requires that the water supply be shared among residents, business and industry, and agriculture. Recycled water programs are being explored and implemented at golf courses, school athletic fields, freeway medians, and other industrial settings to ease water usage; however, additional “new water” resources, including conservation, recycling, desalination, and indirect potable reuse require further exploration both for domestic and agricultural use.
**Indicator 2.4a: Total Water Use**

**Background:** As San Diego County has grown, so too has the cost of meeting its growing water needs. Currently, nearly 80 percent of the water used in San Diego County is imported, primarily by way of the Metropolitan Water District (MWD), and transferred to 24 member agencies throughout the county, who in turn, distribute it to consumers.

As a result, the availability and cost of water depends largely on the MWD and allocation from its sources, namely Northern California’s Bay-Delta and the Colorado River. Until 1999, rates increased approximately 2 percent annually, however in 2000 these increases nearly doubled following an 18 percent rate hike announced in July of 2009.

When combined with significant cuts in supply due in large part to the listing of Delta Smelt as endangered, as well as the phasing out of a discounted rate for agricultural water, the cost of growing many food crops in San Diego County, particularly citrus and avocado, has forced many farmers out of business. At the same time, the County Water Authority has placed more emphasis on local water supply projects including recycled water and desalination, though more work remains before either of these sources are viable solutions to the county’s agricultural water needs.

![Total Water Use](image)

**Figure 2.17** Source: San Diego County Water Authority, Annual Report
Notes: Includes M&I, agricultural, and locally produced (i.e. groundwater/recycled).
See notes accompanying Figure 21 for more detail.

**Trends:** Total water use in the county, including municipal and industrial (M&I), agricultural and locally produced water (i.e. groundwater, desalination), has historically fluctuated in accordance with wet and dry years. However, new mandatory cuts in water as supplied by the MWD, combined with continued rate increases for M&I water have resulted in a significant decline in total water use between 2007’s record consumption and 2009, when water consumption reached its lowest level in ten years. The continued phase out of a MWD program which provides agricultural water at a reduced rate to San Diego farmers, also contributed to the overall decline in water use over the last three years.

Additional rate hikes and reduced deliveries from the MWD, as laid out in 2009, have prompted even greater efforts toward increased efficiency and the development of alternative and local sources, including plans by the San Diego County Water Authority to meet 10 percent of total water requirements through desalination by 2020.

As of August 2010, water use for the first eight months of the year was already down 5.2 percent from use over the same period in 2009.
**Indicator 2.4b: Urban, Agricultural, and Recycled Water Use**

![Graph of Urban, Agricultural and Recycled Water Use](image)

**Trends:** Agricultural water use has remained fairly constant over the past decade at or around 100,000 acre feet per year until 2008 when mandatory cuts in supply combined with the phase out of the MWD’s discounted rate program for agricultural users depressed consumption to approximately 57,000 acre feet (See figure 2.18). The rising cost of water is the most significant factor affecting the livelihood of farmers in San Diego County, where, despite highly efficient water application methods, operations with significant water requirements have begun to go out of business. As a result, nursery crops, for which water costs make up approximately 3-5 percent of total inputs, versus citrus or avocado for which water costs make up 50-60 percent, have rapidly become the dominant industry in the County. Additionally, in light of the phase out of the discounted agricultural rate, a growing number of farmers have begun to transition to M&I water at $922 an acre foot versus the discounted rate of $699 an acre foot.
Urban water use, for which we use the M&I water use data for the City of San Diego, has remained relatively level despite rising costs, population growth, and increasing use by farmers in lieu of subsidized “ag” water. This is attributable to a variety of factors including a citywide conservation campaign, efficiency improvements in buildings and landscaping, and finally, mandatory cutbacks. Urban water use in San Diego County has decreased from 185 gallons per capita per day in 2007 to 164 in 2009.

Nevertheless, residential use makes up about 60 percent of total water use as compared to 10.2 percent for agriculture and 14.2 percent for commercial and industrial uses.

Across the nation, by comparison, agricultural water use is much higher, at approximately 80 percent. Recycled water use has approximately doubled in the last ten years but still makes up only a small fraction of available water. Most recycled water is produced in lower-lying urban areas, making it difficult to transport to higher elevation inland locations where much of the county’s agriculture takes place. Additionally, its higher salinity makes it unsuitable for many agricultural applications.

![San Diego County Water Use, 2009](image)

**Figure 2.19: San Diego County Water Authority 2009 Annual Report**

**Goal 2.5: San Diego County Recycles its Organic Wastes Locally and Makes Compost Available for Local Food Production**

The Environmental Protection Agency reported that Americans generated 249.6 million tons of municipal waste in 2008. More than two-thirds of this garbage is an assortment of organic materials—yard trimmings, paper and cardboard, wood, and food scraps. Food waste in particular, much of which still finds its way into landfills, increased by 14.5 percent between 1990 and 2000 and another 10 percent by 2007 (Canning, Charles et al. 2010). The breakdown of food waste and other green matter in landfills generates methane, a greenhouse gas 21 times more potent than carbon dioxide in contributing to global warming. In the United States, landfills account for the largest human-related contribution to methane gas emissions—34 percent. With new state mandates requiring a reduction of greenhouse gases (GHG) to 1990 levels by 2020, local governments are actively working to identify methods for rolling back their contribution to climate change. The recycling of organic
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Assessing the San Diego County Food System: Indicators for a More Food Secure Future

Vision 2: Agricultural Stewardship of San Diego County’s Environmental Resource Base

Waste, particularly from food sources, has the potential to significantly diminish GHG emissions while providing local farms and gardens with an inexpensive nutrient source for soil improvement. Community-based composting initiatives are already in operation in Sonoma and Santa Cruz County, California as well as King County, Washington and the City of Los Angeles, California.

Indicator 2.5a: Percent of Green Wastes Recycled; Access to Finished Compost or Woodchips

“If we composted all the biomass in San Diego County where would it go? If it goes into agriculture, there is sufficient agricultural land, primarily in citrus and avocado that could take compost forever, on a sustainable basis.”

– Wayne Williams, Program Coordinator Solid Waste Planning and Recycling Section, Department of Public Works, County of San Diego.

Background: According to the 1999-2000 Waste Composition Study undertaken for the City of San Diego, food makes up the third largest form or residential waste, which, when combined with organic yard waste, makes up 27.3 percent of the total waste stream for the County’s largest metropolis. Most county jurisdictions require that residential green waste be recycled in an effort to comply with state laws requiring the diversion of 50 percent of solid waste from landfills, but nevertheless, more than 83,000 tons of food is wasted in San Diego County households each year.

Currently, the largest compost facility in the county with the ability to turn organic waste into useable compost is the City of San Diego’s Miramar Greenery Recycling facility, located at the Miramar Landfill. While a handful of other private compost facilities exist in the county, none operate on the scale of Miramar with the ability to process 690 tons of green waste each day. Miramar is also the only facility in the county and one of twelve across the state, currently composting food waste, which carries with it a unique set of collection, health and management challenges. However, given that demand for
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compost currently outstrips the availability of source separated organic waste, food waste stands as the most significant untapped resource for increased compost production.

In a region where the cost of water is one of the most significant barriers to a thriving local food system, the ability of compost to enhance the water holding capacity of soil, sometimes up to 50 percent, has tremendous potential. Additionally, fungus present in compost is one of the best methods for combating Phytophthora root rot, a major disease affecting avocado plants. Similarly, as the prevalence of lawns decreases due to increased awareness of water scarcity, demand for woodchips, either as groundcover or in garden beds is also on the rise.

As of October 2010, there were ten composting and mulching facilities in San Diego County, with processing capacities ranging from 40 tons per day at the Enniss Facility, to 690 tons per day at Miramar Landfill’s Greenery Facility.

The rate of compost generated at the Miramar facility, the largest in the county, as well as the composition of its organic waste, stands as the best available proxy for overall compost production and use in the county.

![Amount of Green and Wood Waste Recycled at Miramar Greenery](image1)

**Figure 2.20** Source: City of San Diego Environmental Services Department

![Total Organic Waste, City of San Diego](image2)

**Figure 2.21** Source: City of San Diego Environmental Services Department, 1999-2000 Waste Composition Study
Organic Waste Disposed vs. Recycled

![Organic Waste Disposed vs. Recycled](image)

Figure 2.22 Source: City of San Diego Environmental Services Department, 1999-2000 Waste Composition Study
Notes: “Organic waste landfilled” is derived from the application of 1999/2000 waste composition percentages (20.3% organic) to the 2010 total waste figure for the City of San Diego. “Organic waste recycled” is derived from Miramar 2010 data.

**Indicator 2.5b: Commercial Sales or Donations of Compost and Mulch**

End-use of Finished Compost, Miramar Greenery

![End-use of Finished Compost, Miramar Greenery](image)

Figure 2.23 Source: City of San Diego Environmental Services Department
Notes: Data not publically available

**Trends:** According to waste management representatives both within the County and the City of San Diego, demand for finished compost far outstrips the amount of organic waste making its way to compost facilities. Demand derives primarily from landscapers, followed by farmers and then homeowners and public works projects. Recognizing its value for enhanced soil composition and water retention, many more farmers have expressed interest in using compost, however are unable to pay the present cost charged by most private compost manufacturers.

Despite this growing demand, the amount of organics recycled at the Miramar Greenery over the last four years, which serves as the best proxy for unavailable countywide data, has remained fairly constant at approximately 100,000 tons per year, with 100 percent of source-separated green waste arriving at the facility converted into compost. Source separated green wastes are those organic wastes,
generally wood and yard waste, that are separated from other household waste prior to pick up. With the exception of a pilot food composting program underway at Miramar, all organic household waste other than wood or yard waste, is currently sent to the landfill.

Of those wastes that are recycled, 90 percent of the finished product is used off site, either by landscapers, nurseries or to a lesser extent, farmers. The remaining ten percent is used for slope stabilization and erosion control on the landfill itself. The stability of these numbers over time is largely attributable to the availability of source-separated green wastes and the cheaper price to dispose of greenery as Alternative Daily Cover at other facilities. However, in an effort to increase the amount of organic material available for compost, while diverting a greater percent of green wastes from the landfill, Miramar plans to expand its food-waste composting program, which currently serves a handful of large vendors in the County. Currently, 16.3 percent of waste disposed of in landfills is organic waste suitable for recycling, equaling approximately 284,200 tons annually.

An increase in the number and capacity of compost facilities across the county is needed both to meet demand and ensure that as much organic material as possible is diverted out of landfills.

In addition to expansion, decentralizing compost facilities such that each city or jurisdiction has its own operation is also an idea under discussion. Given that transportation of composted material is another obstacle to utilization, distributed facilities would help to better meet the needs of small scale and residential consumers without access to trucks or haulers. However, county laws that characterize composting as an industrial rather than agricultural activity have made establishing new facilities very difficult, as has opposition from communities located adjacent to potential new facilities.

**Goal 2.6: San Diego County Reduces Food System-related Greenhouse Gas Emissions Through its Food System**

Leading researchers estimate that 19 percent of total energy use in the U.S. is attributable to the systems that produce, process, distribute, consume, and dispose of our food.\textsuperscript{73} Given that 85 percent

of that energy is derived from greenhouse gas (GHG) intensive fossil fuels, our food system is one of the major contributors to global climate change. While research differs on the impact that eating locally may have on reducing our carbon footprint, it is generally agreed that certain farming practices, transportation methods, as well as processing and methods of consumption contribute more to GHG emissions than others. According to researchers at Carnegie Mellon University, 83 percent of emissions in the food system occur before food leaves the location of original production. Transportation of food crops from farm to table is also being scrupulously studied and is thought to contribute up to 11 percent of the food systems’ emissions. By promoting sustainable farming practices that limit fossil fuel intensive practices and inputs, San Diego County can lead the way in leveraging the capacity of local agriculture to support a healthy environment.

**Indicator 2.6a: Fossil Fuel Expenditures**

**Background:** The burning of fossil fuel, including petroleum, natural gas and coal, is one the primary contributors to global warming in the U.S. and around the world. Modern agriculture and its corollary distribution mechanisms have come to rely heavily on these fuels, thus contributing significantly to global greenhouse gases (GHGs). However, beyond the often-discussed concept of “food miles”, farm equipment, irrigation, refrigeration, greenhouses, and most notably, animal waste management and the use of synthetic fertilizers, are responsible for much of the GHG burden within agriculture. In fact the use of nitrogen based fertilizers makes up nearly 75 percent of national nitrous oxide emissions, a potent greenhouse gas, while livestock management, including waste, makes up nearly a third of total methane emissions. Nevertheless, the type of commodity under production as well as the method of cultivation plays a major role in the degree to which agriculture contributes to global warming. In San Diego County, where development is one of the primary alternative uses for farmland, perennial cropland, and ecologically managed annual cropland can provide valuable carbon sequestration when compared to energy consuming residential or commercial uses.
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**Trends:** Total on-farm fossil fuel use in San Diego County, as measured in expenditures, has risen only slightly over the last twenty years from $21 million to $30 million. However, viewed as a percentage of total farm expenditures, fossil fuel purchases declined during the same period, from 3.6 percent to 3.3 percent as compared to California and the Nation, which both experienced growth in this area.

It is important in interpreting these trends, to understand that these figures capture only expenditures for fossil fuels used directly on the farm through activities related to crop production. It does not take into account upstream fossil fuels embodied in goods such as animal feed, synthetic fertilizer, or the transportation of inputs to the farm, or downstream fossil fuels once the product has changed hands.
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77 Characterized as “gasoline, fuels, and oils” after 2002 and as “petroleum products” before 2002. 1997 value represents adjusted value according to USDA update. 2002 data is derived from sampling, whereas 2007 data is actual complete gathered data.
Though no data is readily available as to the specific end-use of these fossil fuel purchases in San Diego County, it is likely that most is attributable to tractor and other farm vehicle use such as for the transportation of equipment and crops, aerial pesticide applications and non-electric irrigation pumping. In light of its significant perennial fruit and nut crop base as well as nursery crops, fossil fuel use for cultivating soil is less substantial in the county, by comparison to other regions where annual crops require more frequent plowing, tillage, seeding and mechanical harvest. Similarly, its warmer temperatures also reduce costs for non-electric greenhouse heating during the cooler winter months as compared to many colder regions.

Percent expenditures across the nation, which take into account these more fossil fuel intensive cultivation and harvest practices, as well as diesel powered crop drying, refrigeration for dairy and other animal products, as well as non-electric greenhouse heating, increased from 4.9 percent in 1987 to 5.4 percent in 2007. In California, fossil fuel expenditures as a percent of total expenditures, though lower than for the nation, experienced a more significant increase from 3 percent in 1987 to 4.2 percent in 2007, again due to factors such as major crops and temperature.

**Indicator 2.6b: Commercial Fertilizer Expenditures**

**Background:** A tremendous amount of energy is bound up in the production and application of synthetic fertilizers such as urea and ammonium nitrate, which have become central to farming practices across the nation. Such fertilizers, which supply readily available nitrogen as well as other nutrients to food crops, depend on fossil fuels both in their production as well as their transportation to the point of application. More significantly, the rate at which the nitrogen is made available in the field results in greenhouse gas emissions in the form of nitrous oxide. By comparison, organic fertilizers, particularly compost or cover crops, have less readily available nitrogen resulting in far fewer nitrous oxide emissions. Compost, in particular, provides other benefits to the soil including improved soil tilth, water holding capacity and a greater diversity of plant nutrients without the same risk of leaching into groundwater.
**Figure 2.28** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS, Census of Agriculture, Farm Production Expenses

Notes: Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage.
All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

**Trends:** Total expenditures on commercial fertilizer in San Diego County increased markedly during the 20 years from 1987 to 2007 from nearly 16 million dollars to nearly 28 million. Expenditures also increased as a percent of total farm expenses from 2.7 percent to 3.1 percent. Given that the data includes purchases of organic fertilizers including lime and soil conditioners, in addition to petroleum based fertilizers, the figure is not an exact proxy for fossil fuel use in the food system particularly in a county with so many organic farms. Nevertheless, the figures do not include compost, and as such demonstrate an overall trend in fertilizer use, the majority of which is comprised by greenhouse gas intensive synthetic fertilizers.

Additionally, few farm operations in the county produce their own compost, meaning that the majority of compost used on farms is purchased from private compost manufacturers. The combination of significant travel distances given that most compost facilities are located near the coast, the bulk of material to be moved, and product cost, have resulted in relatively low rates of compost use despite a myriad of potential benefits both to the environment and the grower.
Vision 3: Thriving Communities and Sustainable Economic Growth

National Trends

Our nation’s food system is a complex web of production, transportation, processing and distribution mechanisms all of which offer opportunities for economic growth and employment. Nevertheless, as the industrial base of our nation continues to erode, low-paying service sector jobs, many of them within the food system, are increasingly taking their place. In 2009, the annual mean wage for food preparation and serving occupations (including fast food), the third largest private sector occupation in the nation, was $17,190 which is below the federal poverty guideline for a family of three ($18,310). The mean for waiters and waitresses, the fifth largest occupation, was $20,380. Occupations in farming, fishing and forestry, by comparison, have the lowest percent of total employment of all major occupational groups at less than 1 percent, as well as one of the lowest mean hourly wages, at $11.53 an hour ($23,990 annually). At the same time, the average age of farmers (principal operators) is on the rise, suggesting further decline in employment figures in the future.

By comparison, temporary farmworkers, of which there are more than 700,000 currently in the state of California, earn a median annual income of $7,500-$9,999, despite providing 85 percent of the labor required for the state’s agricultural output.

Within the largest segments of the food sector, including food preparation and serving at both full service and limited service establishments, turnover can run as high as 200 percent a year with employees often relying on tips to supplement the lowest wages allowable by law. Health and retirement benefits for workers in this sector are rare as is union representation resulting in an unstable form of livelihood for a growing portion of U.S. workers.

San Diego County Trends

Increasing procurement of locally produced food products is one avenue for supporting the local food economy and growing employment within the food system. Currently, interest in local sourcing, both within households and institutions such as schools, is on the rise. Venues facilitating this connection, such as farmers’ markets and Community Supported Agriculture programs (CSAs) continue to increase in number or scale, while infrastructure and sourcing relationships required to connect local farmers to large-scale customers are in the process of development, with the first district-wide farm-to-school program beginning in 2010.

Nevertheless, an increase in direct sales throughout the county has not proved sufficient to draw many new farmers in the industry. Though the number of farm operations has increased somewhat, many of the operators of these new farms are not full time farmers, supplementing their farm income with a second occupation or growing crops for personal consumption. As a growing percentage of farm labor is undertaken by temporary or contract labor, the number of paid farmworkers in the county is more than twice that of principal farmers at 21,114 as of the last data year in 2007. The majority of these workers are foreign born, often undocumented migrants from Mexico or other Latin American countries.
On the other hand, an increasingly high percentage of new farm operators are non-white, with the majority identifying as Hispanic and Latino. The number of new entries into fishing has also declined, though much more precipitously, due in large part to increased regulation within the industry as well as competition from abroad.

Wages within fishing and farming reflect the challenges faced by both industries. For fishing, what few fishermen and fishing related workers remain in San Diego County, earn approximately $40,026 a year, reflecting the increased value of domestically caught fish as a result of heightened regulations and growing consumer awareness. By comparison, the average farmer earns only $28,000 a year, up from $26,000 just nine years ago. Food service workers, however, despite a steep increase in the overall number of jobs, earn the least of all food system sectors, at approximately $17,500 a year or $9.50 an hour. Both temporary farmworkers and those employed in food service, which make up the majority of food system employment, tend to be under-compensated while working in unstable and often physically labor intensive environments that rarely offer benefits such as health insurance or retirement savings.

**Goal 3.1: Local and Regional Procurement and Sale of Food Grown in San Diego County Increases**

Studies across the country have identified the impact that local foods can have on local economies. A recent study on New York City’s food retail environment revealed more than $741 million in demand for local produce, meat, dairy, poultry, and eggs, while a shift in 20 percent of consumers’ preferences to local foods in Seattle would result in an annual $500 million economic boost for King County. The adoption of local food procurement practices and sourcing can have a significant impact on a community’s bottom-line as evidenced by a 2009 Civic Economics report which found that independent businesses are not only more reliable, but generate twice the local economic impact of big-box retailers.

**Indicator 3.1a: Number of Farm to School Programs**

Farm to school programming, as described in Indicator 1.2d is one of the most significant avenues for increasing local procurement and sale of food within San Diego County. In a county with 42 school districts encompassing 747 schools and 496,702 students, direct sourcing could provide fresh, less processed foods to school children while supporting local farmers and economies.

For more information on farm to school programming in San Diego County, see indicator 1.2d.
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**Indicator 3.1b: Number of Farmers’ Markets and Number of Certified Vendors**

Farmers’ markets provide an increasingly robust avenue for local fruit, vegetable and animal product sales within San Diego County. Not only do they allow farmers to sell their products at a self-determined price, they also facilitate valuable connections between consumers and growers, which in some cases generate new sales avenues beyond the farmers’ market itself. The number of markets has increased substantially over the last ten years in the face of growing demand, however, the number of farmers certified to sell at these markets has not kept pace. As such, a relatively stable number of farmers find themselves spread between an increasing number of markets, some of which have not yet established a robust consumer base.

For more information on farmers’ markets in San Diego County, see indicator 1.1b.

**Indicator 3.1c: Direct Farm Sales**

Direct farm sales, such as those that take place within Community Supported Agriculture Programs (CSAs), farmers’ markets, or at u-pick operations or farm stands, are sales of agricultural products by producers directly to consumers. Such sales help to expose consumers to a greater diversity of food crops while simultaneously providing insight into the practices involved in production. Often, sales of food products directly to consumers help to create customer loyalty on which many producers, particularly smaller scale producers, depend. Throughout San Diego County, direct sales, though still a small percentage of overall sales (1.1 percent), have grown significantly over the last ten years and are nearly twice that of California.

For more information on direct farm sales in San Diego County, see indicator 1.1c.

**Indicator 3.1d: Number of Community Supported Agriculture Programs**

Community Supported Agriculture Programs (CSAs) are another direct marketing mechanism, whereby consumers purchase a share of a farmer’s yield, which is then distributed or picked up at a central location, on a regular basis throughout the season. CSAs are considered to be of mutual benefit to the producer and consumer in that the share is purchased in advance of product distribution thus helping to spread risk more equally between the producer and consumer. Additionally, CSAs serve as one of the most successful methods for increasing access to locally grown foods while circumventing larger traditional produce distributors which generally do not cater to the small grower. The consumer enjoys the taste and health benefits of fresh, local produce while developing a deeper understanding of seasonality and a range of products he or she might not otherwise have exposure to. Within San Diego
County, as well as the rest of the U.S., interest in CSAs and thereby the number of farms offering these programs has increased substantially. In San Diego, the 14 CSAs currently in operation are generally fully subscribed, however, as a growing number of farms pursue this model, it is possible that demand for CSA shares may fall.

For more information on CSAs in San Diego County, see indicator 1.1d.

Goal 3.2: Fishing, Farming, and Ranching Increases for Diverse Groups in San Diego County

San Diego County lands and waters have played an important role in the economic livelihood of residents for decades. As recently as 1980, San Diego County boasted one of the world’s largest tuna fleets, while its numerous microclimates and abundant sun has made it one of the nation’s leading producers of specialty crops such as citrus and avocado. Yet in 2002, the average San Diego farmer was 60 years of age, suggesting a lack of interest in agriculture among the next generation of San Diegan’s, while the once vibrant fishing community has dwindled to a fraction of its size just 30 years ago. If food production within San Diego County hopes to once again provide a viable livelihood while meeting the needs of its growing and diverse population, resources must be devoted to supporting farmers, ranchers and fishermen and women in transitioning to a new landscape of food production; one in which resources are scarce and competition increasingly consolidated. Additionally, the agrarian knowledge and skills of new immigrants and refugees—farming’s fastest growing population—could be leveraged to create viable jobs and enhance San Diego County’s rich farming tradition.

**Indicator 3.2a: Number of Farms and Size of Farm Operation**

Since 1978, the number of farms in San Diego County has increased by 31.5 percent, with the majority of growth taking place in farms of less than 50 acres. Nevertheless, in the context of rising water costs, many of these operations are not producing food crops, but rather high value nursery crops for export around the county. Within food and animal production sectors, an increasing number of farmers report supplementing their on-farm income with that of off-farm employment. For more information on the number of farm operations within San Diego County, see indicator 2.1a.

**Indicator 3.2b: Tenure on Present Farm**

**Background:** As the average age of farmers across the nation continues to rise, the need for new farmers to maintain our domestic agricultural base has become an issue of growing national recognition. In fact, it is estimated that half of our current farming population will retire within the next decade. Nevertheless, in an increasingly consolidated industry, where farmers have come to rely on costly external inputs, such as fertilizer, pesticide, machinery and even seeds, succeeding as a new or small farmer can be difficult. These challenges are compounded by markets that demand high volumes and consistency while also requiring liability insurance to secure against food safety concerns. Defined by the USDA as a farmer with less than ten years of experience, a beginning farmer also faces particular challenges with regard to lack of available land to lease or buy. Across the nation, beginning farmers, who tend to be younger and more ethnically diverse than established farmers, have the potential to help ensure the longevity of our agricultural system in the face of a changing environmental and economic landscape. In the absence of data quantifying the number of new or beginning farmers, the measure of years spent on a given farm is used here as a proxy.
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**Trends:** Within San Diego County, the average number of years spent by the principal operator on his or her current farm was 15.8 in 2007, up from 11.9 just twenty years ago (see figure 3.3). Though the number of beginning farmers, those with less than ten years of experience on their current operation, has remained relatively stable overall for the last twenty years, the number of farmers with more than ten years of experience has grown significantly, from less than 3,000 in 1987 to slightly more than 4,000 in 2007 (figure 3.2). This growth indicates farmers are remaining on their farms for longer and may also signify that new entries into farming are not doing so as a first career, but rather, as a lifestyle change mid-career. As of 2007, 61 percent of San Diego farmers reported an occupation other than farming as their primary source of income. These trends, while similar to those seen across the nation, are somewhat accentuated by the challenging agricultural conditions in the county.

Data on farm tenure in San Diego County is available only for principal farmer and not hired or seasonal farmworkers. For hired farm labor, the duration of stay on a particular farm is measured in terms of days per season and divided between workers spending less than 150 days on a given farm or workers who spend more than 150. Within San Diego County, the number of farmworkers within each category are roughly equal, with approximately 11,000 spending more than 150 days on a particular farm and 10,000 spending less than 150 days.

**Indicator 3.2c: Average Age of Farmers**

**Background:** The number of farms in the U.S. peaked in 1935 at approximately 6.8 million operations and has declined steadily in the intervening years to 2.2 million in 2007. Nevertheless, increased farm mechanization and consolidation has allowed this declining number of operations to continue to meet the demands of a growing population, all with fewer and fewer farmers. As a result of this consolidation, an increasingly older population owns or operates many of our nation’s farm operations, while poor income prospects for new or small farmers continues to act as a disincentive for the younger generation to participate in agriculture. With the majority of farmers in the U.S. now over the age of 57, up from 39 in 1945, the stability of our domestic agricultural base is increasingly placed into question.
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**Trends:** The average age of farmers in San Diego County in 2007 was 60 years (see figure 3.4); nearly 3 years older than for the nation as a whole and one and a half years older than for California. This figure has increased by approximately one year for each Census period (five years) demonstrating that despite some increase in the number of farm operations in the county, new farmers are not significantly younger than existing farmers. As within the nation, this trend is largely attributable to the perception that farming is difficult and often not financially rewarding. Particularly in San Diego County, where the cost of water and value of land places even greater monetary challenges on farm operations, young people may be less likely to consider it as a vocation. The implications of an aging agricultural base are increased food insecurity as fewer and fewer young people know how to farm, as well as increased conversion of farmland into non-agricultural uses.

**Indicator 3.2d: Number of Farms by Race of Principal Farmer**

**Background:** The history of racial, ethnic and gender diversity within agriculture is complex and changing. Native Americans, thought to have been cultivating crops in the U.S. for more than 4000 years, now make up less than 2 percent of total farmers, while black operated farms, which once made up 14 percent of farms, now constitute less than 1.5 percent. As of the last Census of Agriculture, approximately 1.8 million out of 2.2 million farms in the U.S., or 82 percent, identified a white male as principal farmer.

Nevertheless, the number and percent of farms operated by all racial groups (American Indian, Black, Asian and Hispanic) increased between 2002 and 2007, as did the number and percent of woman run operations. In fact, the increase in non-white farmers exceeded that of white operators in the most recent census, indicating a small increase in the overall diversity of farm management and ownership. Such diversity is linked to diversity in cultivation techniques, and crops, particularly in the case of immigrant farmers who bring different skill sets that may complement and enhance the techniques of established farmers.
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Data on the race of farm operators does not take into account the race of hired farmworkers, of which there were 21,144 in San Diego County as of the 2007. 417 farms reported hiring migrant labor, many of which are from Mexico or Latin America.95

![Number and Percent of Minority Operated Farms, San Diego County](image)

**Figure 3.5** Source: United States Department of Agriculture, NASS, Census of Agriculture. Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino Operators; American Indian or Alaska Native Operators; Asian Operators; Black or African American Operators; Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Operations. Notes: Operators Reporting More Than One Race not included due to incomplete historical data. Data collection changed in 1997 at which time it began adjusting for coverage. All prior data is not adjusted for coverage and therefore not recommended for comparison with adjusted data.

**Trends:** Both the number and percent of minority farms has increased significantly in San Diego County over the last 20 years, moving from 7 percent (approximately 436 farms) to 24 percent (1595 farms) of total farm operations. Growth has occurred across all racial categories, but most markedly in the case of Hispanic or Latino farms where the number of farms has increased by nearly 500 percent (235 farms to 1,090) during the same period. Black operated farms increased from 9 to 24 farms, while Asian operated farms increased in number from 156 to 338. Growth in the number of American Indian farms must be understood in the context of new census procedures whereby differentiation between farms on each reservation was taken into account for the first time in 2007. As such, the dramatic increase from 36 in 1987 to 143 in 2007 is partially attributable to better accounting.

Similarly, concern amongst undocumented farm operators about responding to the census might have resulted in an undercount of Hispanic and other minority run operations.

**Indicator 3.2e: Number of Fishing Operations, Employment and Income**

**Background:** Employment in the fishing industry has declined around the nation as regulations intended to ensure the continued viability of fisheries have resulted in lower catch quotas, reduced days at sea and regulations as to method of capture. Currently, about 47,000 individuals are employed in the fishing industry, compared to 951,000 in crop production and 861,000 in animal production.96 Though growth in aquaculture, the farming of fish or shellfish, may contribute some new jobs within the fishing industry as a whole, coastal pollution, overfishing, and regulation are expected to cause
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continued decline in the number of individuals employed in this sector.\textsuperscript{97}

In 1980, San Diego boasted more than one hundred tuna fishing vessels and several tuna canneries, directly and indirectly employing more than a thousand San Diego residents from a wide range of cultural backgrounds.\textsuperscript{98} Rockfish, urchin, lobster and other species also contributed to the industries’ viability, though not as significantly as tuna. However, growing awareness of the environmental implications of overfishing, by-catch and pollution on the future of fish stocks led to the implementation of new stringent federal regulations. In particular, the elimination of the purse-seine net for harvesting tuna in light of its tendency to capture and kill dolphins resulted in a major contraction within the tuna fishing industry. Adding to the economic hardship of fishermen and women, competition from much less regulated international fisherman further undercut the San Diego tuna industry resulting in the closure of all canning facilities by 1985.

\textbf{Tuna Harbor}

Tuna Harbor is located within the Unified Port of San Diego at the foot of G and Tuna Lane in downtown San Diego. Named for the city’s commercial tuna fleet once considered to be the largest in the world, Tuna Harbor is no longer a bustling fishing hub. While a few fishing vessels remain docked here, stringent fishing regulations, aimed at addressing the impacts of historical overfishing, combined with pollution and international competition have taken their toll on the industry. What fishermen and woman do remain, land everything from tuna to spiny lobster, halibut, spot prawn and sheephead, both for sale to local buyers as well as for export to other parts of the county and the world. Discussions about the reinvigoration of the Harbor, by way of a farmers’ market have met with support from the fishing community who also cite the need for improved dockside amenities to help the ailing industry. Nevertheless, such plans are currently stalled, leaving the harbor as a quiet remnant of a different era. For more information on the history of Tuna Harbor, visit: www.sandiegohistory.org/journal/99winter/tuna.htm

\textsuperscript{97} Ibid
**Trends:** The number of fishing operations based out of San Diego County has declined precipitously over the last twenty years from 86 in 1990 to only 25 in 2008 (see Figure 3.6). The number of individuals employed declined by 75 percent between 1998 and 2008 alone. Similarly total wages have also plummeted from nearly $35 million in 1990 to less than $5 million in 2008. At present, the average San Diego fisherman or woman earns only $40,026 a year, approximately $6,000 less than the average worker in the county.

Nevertheless, growing interest in shellfish as well as finfish aquaculture, wherein a given species is cultivated in a controlled marine environment for later harvest, may result in some limited job growth in the coming years. At present, San Diego County has one shellfish farm, raising mussels, oysters, clams and abalone and one finfish hatchery working to rebuild white sea bass stocks. Plans for a large commercial finfish farm off the coast of San Diego are also nearing completion. Though shellfish aquaculture is a well-established practice and thought to be quite sustainable, finfish aquaculture is still new and runs the risk of further polluting coastal waters while requiring large amounts of fish feed.
Goal 3.3: The San Diego County Food System (Production, Distribution, Processing, Disposal) Provides Safe, Fair, Meaningful Work.

San Diegans spend approximately $14.1 billion a year on food, and nearly half of those dollars in fast food chains. The prevalence of inexpensive, unhealthy foods in many communities is related to the type of jobs, wages, and working conditions that are increasingly prevalent in the food sector. By contrast, a growing local food market, characterized by more direct producer to consumer relationships allows consumers, producers and businesses an opportunity to help shape the food system while reconnecting consumers with those who grow their food. As many agencies require standards on production practices for the food they source, they have the opportunity to shape policies that prioritize fair work practices and competitive wages. Setting new goals and standards for our food system stands to benefit not only the economy, but the health and well being of the community.

Indicator 3.3a: Total Number of Food System Jobs and Food System Jobs as a Percent of Total Jobs

Background: Services are the fastest growing sector within the U.S. economy with service-sector employment now making up more than three fourths of total jobs. However, by comparison to manufacturing, service workers earn on average lower wages with fewer benefits while experiencing higher rates of part-time or seasonal employment. Of all major occupational groups, the food preparation and serving sector is the third largest, by comparison to fishing, farming and ranching, which makes up less than one percent of total employment across the nation.

Currently, no specific data category exists for “food system related jobs” within the major data classification systems (NAICS, SIC) utilized by Federal statistical agencies. Instead, food system job categories (food service and drinking places, alcoholic beverage wholesalers etc.) are spread throughout and among other data categories, meaning that data on total food system jobs or wages must be independently compiled. Because there is no formal definition as to what constitutes a food system job, this report includes those jobs that most directly relate to production, distribution and consumption activities within the food system.

Figure 3.8 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages


Figure 3.9 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

Figure 3.10 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
Trends: San Diego County food system jobs, which include the full range of production, transportation, serving and disposal activities, employ approximately 151,000 individuals, making up 12.1 percent of total employment (see Figure 3.8). The total number of jobs in this sector grew by 11.5 percent between 2001 and 2009. In particular, food services and drinking places, as classified by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, make up more than 66 percent of jobs within the food system overall (see Figure 3.9) within which limited service and full service establishments make up a roughly equal proportion. Though this sector grew at the fastest rate of all job categories until 2007, contraction between 2007 and 2009 resulted in an overall growth rate of 15.5 percent over the nine-year period.

The next largest sector, with 27,710 employees, is food and beverage stores which grew by 23 percent to make up 18 percent of total food system jobs. Agriculture, fishing, forestry and hunting makes up the third largest job sub-sector with 9,283 jobs of which agriculture makes up two-thirds. Jobs within this sector declined by 18.5 percent over the nine-year time period with contraction occurring within all areas except animal production. The decline in this sector demonstrates the impact of high land and water prices and suggests that the apparent increase in the number of farms in the county may be attributable to an increase in part-time or lifestyle farms where agriculture is not the primary means of income.

The fastest growing sector was diet and weight reducing centers, which increased more than 300 percent to 562 jobs in 2009. The next fastest growing sector was solid waste collection, which grew 141 percent from 202 jobs in 2001 to 886 jobs in 2009.

Indicator 3.3b: Inflation Adjusted Hourly Wages over Time Within the Food System

Background: Food preparation and serving jobs, which are the third most prevalent across the nation, have the lowest mean hourly wages of any sector at approximately $10 an hour. Such positions, which are frequently located within limited service (fast-food) establishments or full service restaurants, generally require little educational preparation and offer few opportunities for advancement. A higher percentage of workers are part-time in this sector than any other, and few of these workers enjoy healthcare or retirement benefits. Nevertheless, this industry is anticipated to grow over the next ten years as the service sector economy continues to expand.

Farming, fishing and forestry, by comparison, is the smallest of the major occupational groups, making up less than one percent of total employment across the nation with the second lowest mean hourly wage of $11.53 an hour. Much of the work in this sector is seasonal, meaning that during the on-season, working hours tend to exceed 40 hours a week. Despite a strenuous work environment often characterized by exposure to agricultural chemicals or operation of heavy machinery, workers, particularly migrant workers, are less likely to receive benefits than workers in many other sectors.
**Figure 3.11** Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages. Notes: Adjusted for 2010 dollars.

**Figure 3.12** Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics. Notes: Adjusted for 2010 dollars.
**Trends:** Wages within the food services and drinking places sub-sector in San Diego County were not only the lowest of all sub-sectors within the food system at $17,412 per year in 2009, but also experienced the greatest overall decline between 2001 and 2009 (see Figure 3.11)\(^\text{106}\). By contrast, diet and weight reducing centers, which experienced the greatest expansion in number of employees over the time period, also experienced the greatest increase in annual salary putting them at the highest annual wage of all sub-sectors within the food system ($60,430/year). Agriculture, forestry and fishing related jobs, despite declining in number during the time period, enjoyed the second most robust increase in annual pay from just under $25,913 per year in 2001 to $28,915 in 2009. Nevertheless, pay within this sub-sector is still lower than the majority of other sectors.

The highest paying jobs within the San Diego County food system after diet and weight reducing centers are located within the following sub-sectors: agricultural market and commodity regulation ($59,589/year), alcoholic beverage merchant wholesalers ($57,349/year) and solid waste collection ($51,573/year). Despite relatively high wages in a few small sub-sectors of the food system, the majority of jobs are low paying with few benefits and little stability. Food production jobs, by comparison, are on the decline despite some limited improvement in annual wages.

Food system jobs overall have experienced a decline in annual wages likely tied to the decline of wages within its largest sub-sector, food services and drinking places. The current weighted annual average wage within the food system of $21,540 is less than half that of the average wage across all sectors, of $49,240, and 100 percent of federal poverty level for a family of four.

\(^{106}\) All salary figures in this section are adjusted for 2010 dollars.
Conclusions and Observations: San Diego County Food System Assessment

This report has highlighted significant trends in the health and well-being of people in San Diego communities, the stewardship of natural and agricultural resources in the county and the economic and livelihood issues faced by San Diegans involved in the food system. Here, the authors summarize some of the significant findings and draw connections within and between sectors of the food system. Opportunities for future action are listed at the conclusion of each summary section below. Stakeholder recommendations are listed in the following section, as compiled by the San Diego Food System Working Group and Technical Advisory Committee.

Vision 1: Better Health and Well-being of San Diego County Residents

In an effort to understand progress towards this vision, we have examined trends in the areas of food access, food consumption and human health among San Diego residents. One of the most important steps to maintaining nutritional health is ensuring access to a variety of whole, minimally processed foods at prices everyone can afford. The extent to which people in San Diego have access to healthful food (through market and non-market sources including emergency food) and how close these food venues are to regional farms and/or gardens has improved over time and in comparison to statewide averages. However, lower income communities continue to face barriers accessing healthful food due to higher costs and a lack of venues in which to obtain these foods in proximate neighborhoods.

Food consumption trends are not as positive. Fruit and vegetable consumption (a proxy for healthful diets), has decreased considerably for teens for whom less than one in four consumes the recommended five or more fruits and vegetables a day. It is instructive to note that the percentage of youth who consume two or more sugary drinks per day has declined dramatically, presumably due to two policy changes that eliminated soda sales in elementary and high schools in 2003 and 2005, respectively. Rates of diet-related diseases (diabetes) and childhood fitness/BMI, although better than statewide averages, are still far worse than goals set by the “Healthy People 2010” report and have remained relatively unchanged over the last decade.¹⁰⁷

These trends suggest several opportunities:

- The San Diego food system should continue to maintain or increase venues for all people and particularly low-income communities to obtain healthful foods through market and emergency sources. Trends are going in the right direction and should be maintained through public and private partnerships.

- Despite improvements in food access, other factors (advertising and education, for example) may also be influencing consumption of healthful foods. Policies limiting access to unhealthful foods such as sodas can be very effective in limiting consumption. Programs and policies to increase information and change attitudes and eating behavior about healthful foods should be encouraged.

- Changing trends in health outcomes is difficult and takes years. Continued monitoring and reporting of both these trends and those in food access and consumption is important.

¹⁰⁷ (San Diego Health and Human Services Agency, 2009)
Vision 2: Agricultural Stewardship of San Diego County’s Environmental Resource Base

The most critical challenges and opportunities regarding stewardship within San Diego County’s food system revolve around one main fact: water is becoming an increasingly limited and expensive input for food production. Today, the rising cost of San Diego’s imported water is the most significant factor affecting farmers. Agricultural water use remained relatively constant at about 100,000 acre feet per year until 2008 when mandatory cuts in supply went into effect and the Metropolitan Water District’s discounted rate program for agriculture began to be phased out. Today, water rates are approaching $1,000/acre foot. This trend, in combination with increased urbanization and consolidation within certain sectors of agriculture, has driven the following changes in San Diego’s food production:

Changing Rural Landscapes and a Shift Toward High Value Crops

Although the total number of farms in San Diego has increased over the last 20 years, the county has experienced a decline in mid-scale and large farms (by acreage) in favor of smaller operations. Many of these new smaller farms are high value nursery crop operations or small farms relying on direct sales. For nursery crops, water costs are a much smaller percentage of overall input costs as compared to food crops, including San Diego’s hallmark high value crops, such as citrus and avocado, which are increasingly faced with stump ing or abandonment. At present, total annual revenue for nursery crops is twice that of all food crops (including citrus and avocados), combined. Growth in the number of very small farms across the county may also demonstrate an increase in the number of ranchettes, where agriculture is not a primary source of income for the landowner. In sum, agricultural acreage and use of this acreage for food production has declined significantly due to the rising cost of water and residential development.

A Decline in Animal Agriculture and Limited Use of Animal Welfare Marketing Mechanisms

In addition to water limitations, consolidation in the animal industry, lack of processing facilities and urban encroachment have significantly impacted animal agriculture in San Diego County, resulting in a decline in both overall sales and the number of animal operations in all sub-sectors. Notable, however, is growth in the number of small and very small operations particularly within hogs and cattle. Despite growing consumer interest in local and humanely raised animal products, few producers utilize labels advertising humanely raised products. This is due, in large part, to a lack of supporting infrastructure, such as slaughter and cut and wrap that meet the standards of these labels. The number of certified organic producers has increased, however still totals only five in the county (up from three in 2006).

Fewer Fish from San Diego Waters

Use of the ocean as a food producing resource has also declined over the last few decades. Regulatory measures, pollution, overfishing, and international competition have reduced the number of fishing operations and total employment within San Diego’s commercial fisheries resulting in a 25 percent decrease in fish landings by weight in the last decade.

Although limited water has created many challenges for agriculture, it has also contributed to creative opportunities. Growing interest in local, regional, sustainable food and a resilient food system by a growing urban population is evident in the following trends:
Growing Demand for and Production of Compost; Improvements in Water Conservation

San Diego’s Miramar Greenery composting facility, the largest in the county, converts more than 100,000 tons of green waste to compost each year. Demand for the compost, with its ability to increase the water holding capacity of soil while providing beneficial nutrients, currently outstrips supply. This fact, combined with the environmental benefits of diverting green waste from landfills, has led to a planned expansion of Miramar’s trial food waste composting program, which currently serves several large vendors in the county. Nevertheless, obstacles related to the siting of additional facilities and cost of transportation for composted material still needs to be addressed as a means of ensuring increased access by farmers to this valuable input. Both urban residents and farmers have taken significant steps to reduce overall water consumption, leading to lower total use figures in both categories from 2000 to 2010. Recycled water doubled over the same time period but is still only a very small fraction of total available water and is not readily available to farmers.

High Rates of Organic Production

San Diego currently has the largest number of certified organic producers of any county in the nation with the number of organic acres still on the rise.

Increased Interest in Urban Food Production

Urban consumers are increasingly interested in growing their own food as seen by a more than 50 percent increase in the number of community farms and gardens since 2003.

These trends suggest several opportunities for San Diego County farmers and consumers:

- An increase in high value crops and select animal products might allow San Diego farmers to make further use of marketing values such as “local,” and “organic.” Exploring a variety of certification or local labeling systems might be useful.
- Local policies to promote sustainable, urban agriculture to encourage more urban food production could help educate and engage more people about the importance of agriculture in general and provide nutritious and affordable food for lower income communities.
- Local policies to facilitate generation and use of composted food waste in decentralized composting facilities could improve recycling of materials and make better use of scarce water resources.

Vision 3: Thriving Communities and Sustainable Economic Growth

The third section of the report examines the nature of sustainable economic growth in the food system through three primary perspectives, including the age and race of farmers, the number of jobs in agriculture, fishing and other sub-sectors of the food system, and the degree to which these jobs provide meaningful and fair livelihoods for San Diego County residents.

Diversity in food and agriculture has several faces (age, ethnicity, race, gender). San Diego’s farming sector is aging and at a faster rate than the rest of the state. The average age of a San Diego farmer is now 60 years. The number of farmers who have been in the business for more than ten years has increased while the number of farmers with less than ten years of experience has remained constant. The number with less than two years has decreased slightly, suggesting that new entries have probably decreased as well. Ethnic diversity in farming, however, has increased significantly over the last 20 years, with a most notable increase in the number of Hispanic/Latino farmers. Today almost a quarter of all farmers in San Diego County are ethnic minority farmers.
Food system employment in San Diego County makes up about 12 percent of total employment (151,000 jobs). The total number of jobs grew about 11 percent in the last nine years, but annual wages overall have declined, mostly due to the largest and growing sub-sector—food services and drinking places. Almost two thirds of jobs in the San Diego food system fall within this sub-sector as defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which grew by 15.5 percent between 2001 and 2009. Wages in this sub-sector were the lowest of all, however ($17,400 per year in 2009) and experienced the greatest overall decline.

Agriculture, fishing and forestry, by comparison, despite an 18.5 percent decline in total employment, experienced a modest increase in annual wages from $25,000 per year in 2001 to $29,000 per year in 2009. Currently, agriculture, fishing and forestry is the third largest job category in the food system with agriculture making up about two thirds of employment therein. Employment within the fishing sub-sector continued to experience ongoing and dramatic declines.

The fastest growing job sector in the food system was diet and weight reducing centers, increasing more than 300 percent (to 560 jobs) in nine years. Wages in this sector were also the highest at approximately $60,000/year. The second fastest growing sector was solid waste collection with wages at almost $52,000/year.

These trends suggest several opportunities for an increasingly fair and vibrant local food system:

- Due to San Diego County’s increasing urbanization and growing consumer demand for regional food, San Diego businesses and policies might invest in more infrastructure and marketing to support small and mid-scale urban agriculture and agriculture at the urban fringe, helping to create new and recognized “values-based” food production, processing and distribution opportunities.

- Making connections between urban edge agriculture and food service establishments that source regionally while linking to green jobs in the recycling/composting sector could provide valuable urban-rural connections in the economy.

- With the increasing ethnic and racial diversity in San Diego’s agriculture, food system policies and educational institutions might focus on providing opportunities for cross-cultural skill sharing, while also increasing technical assistance for new or beginning farmers.
Stakeholder Recommendations

The following stakeholder recommendations are excerpted from a larger report titled *Realizing a Sustainable Food System for All: An Action Plan for San Diego*, and are considered up to date as of November 15, 2010. The recommendations were compiled by the San Diego Food System Working Group and Technical Advisory Committee in parallel to the generation of this assessment. The complete document can be found at [www.SanDiegoFoodSystem.com](http://www.SanDiegoFoodSystem.com)

These strategies are intended to provide a strong foundation for future actions to strengthen the local food system while offering triple bottom-line benefits to the San Diego County community.

**Overarching Recommendations**

- Institute a Food System Council to act as the countywide, coordinating body for fostering collaboration, recommendations, and actions that contribute to a healthy, sustainable, and gainful local food system.
- Create a Food Commissioner position that works in coordination with the County of San Diego Health and Human Services Agency and Land Use and Environment Group to assure that healthy, local foods are available to all.
- Develop and finance infrastructure through public and private means that supports the aggregation, processing, distribution, and wholesale of local produce and protein sources.

**Goal 1.1 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Residents Know Where Their Food Comes From, How It Is Grown and Who Grows It**

- Increase public knowledge about food and food systems (i.e. from production to disposal):
  - Schools adopt a food and agriculture curriculum that includes experiential learning opportunities (e.g., garden-based education, farm tours, etc.).
  - Media outlets cover food from a systems approach recognizing its economic, health, and environmental impacts.
  - Nutrition education campaigns recognize the role of sustainable, regional food systems in healthy eating.
- Support the development and operation of publically and privately run backyard, community, and school garden training programs.
- Develop promotional campaigns supporting the purchase of San Diego County-grown products:
  - Labels are used recognizing San Diego County grown and raised foods.
  - Awareness campaign promotes participation in Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) and sales at local farmers’ markets.
- Increase meaningful engagement of low-income communities in food systems planning dialogue.
  - Increase the number of community groups within food systems planning, implementation and decision-making processes.
✓ Provide appropriate language translation and interpretation of reports, meeting materials and format.
✓ Use culturally appropriate language and terminology in discussion of food system issues that reflects the diverse communities of San Diego County.

Goal 1.2 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Residents, From Infants to Seniors, Consume More Healthful Foods

• Adopt policies that improve the nutritional value of meals and snacks served at childcare, school, senior, healthcare, military and other highly-utilized facilities:
  ✓ Menu offerings and nutritional requirements are consistent with current scientific evidence showing that plant foods promote good health and help individuals maintain a healthy weight.
  ✓ Commodities programs provide foods that support optimal health and nutrition, including plant-based alternative protein products, nondairy milk substitutes, and hormone-free meats.
    ✓ USDA provides training materials regarding nutritional benefits and preparation of new foods introduced to promote optimal health.
    ✓ Government-sponsored nutrition programs incentivize the promotion of plant-based entrees to students.
    ✓ Resources are provided for programs that teach food service workers, parents, and children about healthy eating and promote good dietary habits, including healthy cooking classes.
    ✓ Resources are provided that encourage institutions to serve meals made from scratch.

• Give preference to local foods at a price point that is affordable for institutions and profitable for local farmers.

• Encourage Congress to increase funding earmarked for the purchase of fresh, local fruits and vegetables.

• Increase access to free, clean drinking water in schools and public facilities.

• Decrease the availability of unhealthy foods and beverages through regulatory and agency policies:
  ✓ Sugar- sweetened beverages and sports drinks are restricted in schools, public facilities, and healthcare institutions serving children.
  ✓ Fast-food establishments are limited (or banned) around public schools and youth attractors (e.g. parks, malls, arcades).

Goal 1.3 Stakeholder Recommendations: All San Diego County Residents Have Access to Affordable, Healthful, Culturally Desirable Foods at all Times

• Encourage all eligible institutions and public schools to participate in federally funded meal and snack programs, including the School Breakfast and National School Lunch Programs.

• Encourage a simplified food stamp application process.
• Ensure a fair proportion of fresh and healthy food access points (proportional to population) in all communities through:
  ✓ Regulatory policies and development incentives that encourage the establishment of fresh food outlets and grocery stores.
  ✓ Farmers’ markets and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs located in underserved communities.
  ✓ Increased acceptance of Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Women, Infants, and Children (WIC), and Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program (FMNP) at farmers’ markets and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs.

• Increase purchasing power of families to attain healthful foods:
  ✓ Partner with the County of San Diego to implement and strengthen activities related to the Nutrition Security Plan (e.g., SNAP outreach and enrollment).
  ✓ Partner with WIC offices to increase redemption of WIC vouchers at farmers’ markets.
  ✓ Partner with the County of San Diego and other public and private partners to increase the number of farmers’ markets offering dollar match programs, like Fresh Fund, targeted towards SNAP, WIC, and Social Security Income (SSI) recipients.
  ✓ Encourage food banks/pantries to offer food distribution hours more conducive to the schedules of the working poor.

• Partner with transportation and planning authorities to ensure safe routes to healthy food outlets, particularly among those living in rural communities and food deserts.

• Increase mobile food access points and supplemental food assistance for North County residents.

• Improve accessibility, nutrition and amount of culturally appropriate food given by food banks.
  ✓ Ensure food is culturally appropriate for the community receiving donated food.
  ✓ Ensure that food bank regulations allow all residents who need supplemental food assistance to receive foods, even if they receive other government assistance.

Goal 1.4 Stakeholder Recommendations: Initiation and Duration of Breastfeeding, the Healthiest First Food, Increases in San Diego County

• Increase public awareness on the benefits of breastfeeding:
  ✓ Food system discussions include breastfeeding, the “first food.”
  ✓ Medical providers and offices deliver consistent breastfeeding messages in prenatal and postpartum follow-up visits.

• Create environments that support breastfeeding during the critical first six months of life:
  ✓ Encourage worksites to adopt lactation policies that accommodate breastfeeding employees.
  ✓ Encourage hospitals to adopt baby-friendly policies and practices.
Goal 1.5 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Has Local, Accessible, Adequate Food Supplies for Emergency Preparedness

- Adopt a multi-agency feeding plan coordinated and supported by the county that limits duplication of efforts and maximizes available resources for a timely and efficient feeding response.

- Establish mini-warehouse hubs throughout the county that have a regular stock of non-perishables.

- Ensure transportation plans are in place to account for different emergency contingencies (earthquake, fire, etc.)

- Ensure local community-based organizations currently involved in Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) outreach are trained and positioned to implement the Disaster SNAP.

- Allocate space in all neighborhoods for food production.

Goal 2.1 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Increases its Working Lands for Urban and Rural Food Production

- Determine the economic and production capacity of the regional foodshed, including a survey of urban and agricultural lands and processing, retail, distribution, storage and waste infrastructure

- Allow agriculture by right in all appropriate zoning classifications

- Cities and unincorporated communities should establish policies and practices that promote diverse food production:
  - Establish policies that encourage the development of new community gardens, particularly in low-income communities.
  - Identify and facilitate the use of available land for community gardens.
  - Plant edible landscaping in public green spaces.
  - Allow residents to operate small-scale food production in homes and neighborhoods.
  - Allow for urban farming—chicken coops, fish farms, beekeeping, small animal husbandry.

- Protect the food producing capacity in San Diego County by creating policies and incentives that promote:
  - No net loss in productive agricultural land.
  - Food producing capacity proportional to population growth.
  - Community stewardship through strategies like local water price differentials, protection from invasive species, and property tax strategies.
Goal 2.2 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego Improves its Waterways as Healthful, Sustainable Food Sources for San Diego County Residents

- Protect water sources from pollution
- Analyze fisheries and aquaculture in San Diego County to assess environmental, economic, and social impacts

Goal 2.3 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Food Producers and Processors Employ Practices that Support Animal Welfare

- Support a small producer exemption for the on-farm slaughter and wholesale of cattle, goats, pigs, sheep and other animals similar to the existing exemption for chicken and rabbits.
- Support successful transition of producers into Proposition 2 compliance without closures or early retirements.
- Support farmers who seek certification programs to inform the public about animal production practices in San Diego County, such as “Animal Welfare Approved,” etc.

Goal 2.4 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Prioritizes Food Production in its Allocation of Available Water Resources

- Support local water agencies and San Diego County Water Authority goals for water use and supply.
- Explore and develop new local water supplies (e.g. recycled water, brine water recovery, desalination, grey water).
- Promote residential water conservation.
- Develop water pricing strategies that incentivize home, community garden and commercial food production.
- Create a community supported water program that allows residents to subsidize water usage in local agriculture for food production

Goal 2.5 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Recycles its Organic Wastes Locally and Makes Compost Available for Local Food Production

- Adopt regulations at city, county, and state levels that prohibit the use of compostable green waste (i.e. alternative daily cover) in landfills.
- Establish a county green waste recycling and/or BioChar program and facility that designates compost specifically for local food production.
- Increase the collection of food waste from food banks, food pantries, restaurants, schools, and supermarkets and distribution to urban and rural farms for composting and the improvement of soil quality.
Goal 2.6 Stakeholder Recommendations: San Diego County Reduces Food System-related Greenhouse Gas Emissions Through its Food System

- Support existing strategies that sequester carbon on-farm.
- Support food production and retail facilities in adopting renewable-energy sources and reducing petroleum dependence:
  - ✓ Create a local fund to provide no-interest loans or tax credits to food producers and retailers for the purchase of energy saving/producing technologies.
  - ✓ Establish an integrated distribution network (i.e. backhauling product) that reduces food miles.
  - ✓ Limit (or ban) the use of Styrofoam, plastic bags, and plastic water bottles in public- and private- facilities.
- Monitor and identify the local food systems ability to reduce GHG emissions:
  - ✓ Assess the capacity of San Diego County farm / ranch land to sequester carbon.
  - ✓ Encourage the Air Pollution Control District and Department of Agriculture to develop a metric for the quantification of GHG emissions produced through the local food system and assess the carbon footprint of local farms and ranches using standard tools (cool farm or disaggregated greenhouse gas emission).

Goal 3.1 Stakeholder Recommendations: Local and Regional Procurement and Sale of Food Grown in San Diego County Increases

- Partner with the San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation to create an economic development plan for local food production and sale.
- Promote and support regional agriculture by connecting rural farms to urban consumers:
  - ✓ Network existing and develop new infrastructure to support the accessibility of local foods, including aggregation, processing, and distribution facilities for local produce and meat.
  - ✓ Encourage and provide resources for the sourcing of local foods in institutions, healthcare systems, military facilities, restaurants, and fresh food outlets.
  - ✓ Ensure that the local, state and federal food purchasing process allows local foods to be sourced as easily and accessibly as nonlocal foods.
  - ✓ Adopt local food procurement goals and policies for all county and city agencies.
  - ✓ Build a network of growers and local businesses able and willing to source local products.
  - ✓ Encourage farmers’ markets to provide preferential treatment to San Diego County growers through tiered-stall fees.
  - ✓ Create incentives and financing strategies that balance fair prices for local growers and competitive price points desired by local businesses.
- Encourage schools to harvest and procure foods from on-site gardens.
- Partner with researchers to study food system policies and their community impact.
- Increase economic incentives for local food businesses:
  - ✓ Reduce the cost of liability insurance for small- and mid-sized farmers sourcing to local institutions and retail outlets.
✓ Promote public and private investment in affordable and accessible processing and distribution facilities and commercial kitchens
✓ Leverage existing funding sources (e.g., Empowerment Zones, Healthy Food Financing Initiative) and tax incentives to support local food production, sourcing, and job development.
✓ Provide fast-tracked permitting for businesses sourcing local foods, including sidewalk vendors and grocery stores.
✓ Provide umbrella liability coverage for farmers’ market vendors in low-income areas.

• Promote local, state, and federal food policy development that allows food services and establishments to (purchase, identify, and) source local foods as easily as nonlocal foods.
• Adopt policies and practices that ensure low-income communities can fully participate and sustain involvement in local, healthy food activities and business.
• Increase amount of local foods used as ingredients in packaged and processed foods.
• Track and quantify the potential and current economic benefit of the local food system.
• Redirect commodity subsidies to local food production and procurement.
• Increase economic incentives for small-scale urban farmers and gardeners.
✓ Perform feasibility analysis and educational outreach for backyard gardeners and urban growers to illustrate the benefits of urban gardening and farming.

Goal 3.2 Stakeholder Recommendations: Fishing, Farming, and Ranching Increases for Diverse Groups in San Diego

• Increase production and processing of culturally desirable crops and livestock.
• Provide incentives for new farmers and ranchers committed to working in the San Diego agriculture and livestock industry.
• Engage youth as future farmers.
• Assess barriers to entry for, and offer technical assistance to new farmers and ranchers from disadvantaged backgrounds.
• Create affordable pathways for urban farmers in low-income communities to sell locally grown food within their communities, e.g. reduce cost of Certified Producer certificate for low-income farmers.
• Dedicate resources to strengthen farmer / ranching training programs in San Diego County, particularly in creating courses and curricula targeting aspiring, new, minority, immigrant, and refugee farmers.
• Transfer development rights and purchase of development rights programs established to steward farmland.
• Create a wide range of opportunities for San Diego residents to become interested in farming as a potential form of livelihood through the development of more community farms in urban areas.
• Partner with the Port of San Diego to support new opportunities and markets for locally caught fish.
• Create facilities to support the processing of wholesale local meats.

• Assess the economic impact of pests and opportunities for shifting crops to those not impacted.

**Goal 3.3 Stakeholder Recommendations: The San Diego Food System (Production, Distribution, Processing, Disposal) Provides Safe, Fair, Meaningful Work**

• Adopt standards that require food production, sourcing, and retail businesses receiving government subsidies to establish and abide by fair wage and job standards for all employees.

• Establish incentives and financing strategies that balance fair prices for local growers with competitive price points for local food retail and outlets.

• Create models for collective bargaining structures that ensure fair wages and job standards in all sectors of the food system.
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San Diego County Food System Working Group Members and Project Affiliates

JuliAnna Arnett - Steering Committee
San Diego County Childhood Obesity Initiative
Community Health Improvement Partners
858-609-7962, jarnett@sdchip.org

Naomi Butler - Steering Committee
San Diego County Health and Human Services
3851 Rosecrans St, Suite 522, San Diego, CA 92186
619-692-5693, naomi.butler@sdcounty.ca.gov

Julianna Arnett - Steering Committee
San Diego County Childhood Obesity Initiative
Community Health Improvement Partners
858-609-7962, jarnett@sdchip.org

Naomi Butler - Steering Committee
San Diego County Health and Human Services
3851 Rosecrans St, Suite 522, San Diego, CA 92186
619-692-5693, naomi.butler@sdcounty.ca.gov

Ashley Colpaart – Steering Committee
Tierra Miguel Foundation
PO Box 1065, Pauma Valley, CA
760-742-4213, ashley@tierramiguelfarm.org

John Lucero Criswell - Steering Committee
San Diego Hunger Coalition
4305 University Avenue, Suite 320B
San Diego, CA 92105, john@hungeraction.net

Tracy Delaney - Steering Committee
San Diego County Health and Human Services
3851 Rosecrans St, Suite 522, San Diego, CA 92186
619-542-4041, tracydelaney@sdcounty.ca.gov

Susan Ellsworth - Researcher
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program, UC Davis, 1 Shields Ave
Davis, CA 95616, sellsworth@ucdavis.edu

Gail Feenstra - Researcher
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program, UC Davis, 1 Shields Ave,
Davis, CA 95616
530-752-8408, gwfeenstra@ucdavis.edu

Stephanie Gioia - Steering Committee
Office of Supervisor Ron Roberts
1600 Pacific Hwy, Rm. 335, San Diego, CA 92101
619-315-6989, stephanie.gioia@sdcounty.ca.gov

Eric Larson - Steering Committee
San Diego County Farm Bureau
1670 E. Valley Parkway, Escondido, CA 92027
760-745-3023, Eric@sdfarmbureau.org

Joseph McIntyre - Facilitator
Ag Innovations Network
101 Morris Street, Suite 212, Sebastopol, CA 95472
707-823-6111, joseph@aginnovations.org

Anchi Mei - Steering Committee
International Rescue Committee
5348 University Ave #115, San Diego, CA 92105
619-641-7510 x234, Anchi.Mei@theirc.org

Cheryl Moder - Steering Committee
San Diego County Childhood Obesity Initiative
Community Health Improvement Partners
858-609-7961, cmoder@sdchip.org

Maureen Polimadei - Steering Committee
San Diego Hunger Coalition
4305 University Ave, Suite 320B
San Diego, CA 92105
619-718-2699, maureen@hungeraction.net

Jonathan Reinbold - Steering Committee (lead)
Tierra Miguel Foundation
PO Box 1065, Pauma Valley, CA 92061
760-742-4213
director@tierramiguelfarm.org

Sadie Sponsler - Steering Committee
Community Health Representative
Lemon Grove School District,
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
619-825-5628 ext. 2163, ssponsl@lgpsd.k12.ca.us
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Technical Advisory Committee Members

Daniela Alvarado
ARCWIC
daniel.alvarado@sdarc.org
858-717-4260

Annie Lorrie Anderson-Lazo
1 in 10 Coalition
503-409-8665, annie.lorrie@gmail.com

Diana Bergman
Resource Conservation District
diana.bergman@rcdsandiego.org

Frank Boench
City of Carlsbad
fboen@ci.carlsbad.ca.us

Rachel Borgatti
Solana Center
760-436-7986, rachel@solanacenter.org

Susanne Boston
HHSA, North Region
760-740-4130
susanne.boston@sdcounty.ca.gov

Donna Caeg
CA Department of Education
Nutrition Services Division
858-831-0207, dcaeg@cde.ca.gov

Amy Carstensen
Olivewood Gardens
619-434-4260, amy@olivewoodgardens.org

Derrick Casady
Ocean Beach Peoples Co-Op
619-224-1387

Nancy Casady
Ocean Beach Peoples Co-op
619-224-1387

Jennifer Chandler
CPPW
619-243-5303, jchandler@ucsd.edu

Julie Cooke
County of San Diego
619-285-6456, julie.cooke@sdcounty.ca.gov

Tim Connelly
Moceri Produce
760-535-2212, connellygardens@cox.net

Michelle Cox
Olivewood Garden
858-204-6949 michelle@olivewoodgardens.org

Julia Dashe
San Diego Sustainable Roots
619-281-8056, jdashe@mac.com

Fernanda de Campos

Tracy Delaney
San Diego County Health and Human Services
619-542-4041, tracy.delaney@sdcalf.gov

Nicole Doban
757-636-7728, ndolanrd@hotmail.com

Joanne (Jojo) Drinkwater
American Red Cross/WIC
858-309-1255, joanne.drinkwater@sdarc.org

Robert Farmer
Moceri Produce
858-550-9010, ellingerfarmer@yahoo.com

Kathleen Ferrier
Health Equity By Design
619-571-5231, khferrier@att.net

Casey Field
Feeding America San Diego
858-452-3663, cfield@feedingamerica.org

Catt Fields White
Little Italy Mercato
619-233-3769

Vanessa Franco
San Diego Food Bank
858-527-1419
vfranco@sandiegofoodbank.org

Susan Freedman
SANDAG
sfr@sandag.org

Fabiola Gastelum
National Latino Research Center
760-750-3500, fgastelu@csusm.edu

Georgette Gomez
Environmental Health Coalition
619-474-0220, georgetteg@environmentalhealth.org
Technical Advisory Committee Members (continued)

Cindy Gompper-Graves  
SEDC  
619-424-5143, cindy@southcountyedc.com

Kristen Goodrich  
Slow Food Urban San Diego  
kgoodrich@parks.ca.gov

Marguerite Grifka  
Starlite Restaurant  
619-869-0004  
chef@starlitesandiego.com

David Halen  
CA Grocers Association  
dheylen@cagrocers.com

Katie Hansen  
CA Restaurant Association  
KHansen@calrest.org

Bob Harrington  
Specialty Produce  
bob@specialtyproduce.com

Wendy Hileman  
Healthy Adventures Foundation  
619-466-4386, wendy.hileman@gmail.com

Brian Holland  
ICLEI  
brian.holland@iclei.org

Judy Joffe  
HHSA Aging & Independence Service  
858-505-6332, judith.joffe@sdcounty.ca.gov

Craig Jones  
Interfaith Community Services  
cjones@interfaithservices.org

Richard Kiy  
International Community Foundation  
619-336-2256, rkiy@icfdn.org

David Klamann  
OB Farmers Market  
619-224-4906, obbid@nethere.com

Rob Kuslje  
SD River Park Foundation  
info@SanDiegoRiver.org

Pamela Lambert  
Escondido High  
760-291-3239, plambert@euhsd.k12.ca.us

Mark Larkin  
Penske Trucks  
mark.larkin@penske.com

Michael Lawson  
North County Community Services/  
North County Food Bank  
760-761-1140, mlawson@sdnccs.org

Traci Linder  
Equinox Center  
760-230-2960, traci@equinoxcenter.org

Blanca Lopez-Brown  
Health & Wellness Committee  
619-818-0149, bbrown@lgsd.k12.ca.us

Nancy Lyte  
SE Redevelopment Corp  
nlyte@ci.chula-vista.ca.us

Brendan Mannegan  
City of Oceanside  
bmangan@ci.oceanside.ca.us

Annie Mantz  
Dept of Environmental Health  
619-672-9241, antoinette.mantz@gmail.com

Andrew Martin  
SANDAG  
619-699-7319, ama@sandag.org

Holly Martin  
American Red Cross  
858-309-1312, Holly.Martin@sdarc.org

Carolina Martinez  
Environmental Health Coalition  
619-474-0220  
carolinam@environmentalhealth.org

Dominick Mendola  
Aquaculture, UCSD  
dmendola@ucsd.edu

Donna McLoughlin  
Slow Food Urban San Diego

Stan Miller  
North County Community Services  
760-471-5483, smiller@sdnccs.org

Diane Moss  
People’s Produce Project  
619-262-2022, projectnewvillage@gmail.com

Tim Ney  
North County Community Services  
timney@sdnccs.org

Dr. Arcela Nunez-Alvarez  
National Latino Research Center  
Cal State San Marcos  
760-750-3503, anunez@csusm.edu
Technical Advisory Committee Members (continued)

Mike Peters
Fallbrook Land Conservancy
760-728-0532, mikewpeters@roadrunner.com

Marisa Quiroz
San Diego Foundation
Green Mapping Project
619-235-2300, marisa@sdfoundation.org

Nathan Rakov
619-445-1610, tzaddik@att.net

Janine Rivera
Green Janine’s
janine@greenjanines.com

Jeff Rossman
Terra Restaurant
info@terrasd.com

Leslie Ryan
Landscape Architect
leslie@aerea-studio.com

Hiram Sarabia
UCSD
hsarabia@ucsd.edu

Karl Schwarm
City of San Marcos
kschwarm@san-marcos.net

Kelly Shaughnessy
Graduate Dietetic Intern, Marywood Univ.
keiashaug@yahoo.com
661-993-8710

Maggie Shoredon
Healthy ONES
Southern California Permanente Medical Group
619-971-7687, maggie.x.shoredon@kp.org

Dean Sidelingar
HHSA, Public Health Services
619-685-2539, dean.sidelingar@sdcountry.ca.gov

Kristine Smith
Central Kitchen
Neighborhood House Association
619-683-7453 (x 15)
kmsmith@neighborhoodhouse.org

Rosalyn Stewart
RMC Consulting
858-875-7400, rstewart@rmcwater.com

Jennifer Stiff
ARCWIC
jennifer.stiff@sdc.org
858-309-1445

Craig Sturak
HHSA, SPOS
craig.sturak@sdcountry.ca.gov

Ron Troyano
Alchemy Restaurant
619-255-3147, ron@alchemysandiego.com

Beverly Tuzin
CPPW
619-243-5627, btuzin@ucsd.edu

Mayra Velazquez de Leon
Organics Unlimited
info@organicsunlimited.com

Lisa Vandervort
City Heights Community Wellness Center
619-321-2922
Vandervort.Lisa@scrippshealth.org

Dan Wery
RBF Consulting
DWERY@rbf.com

Mark Weston
Helix Water Board
mark.weston@helixwater.org

Wayne Williams
Department of Public Works
858-874-4108
wayne.williams@sdcountry.ca.gov

Billy Woodson
Woodson Family Farms
760-473-0032
woodsonfamilyfarms@gmail.com

Candyce Yee
Supervisor Bill Horn’s Office
619-531-5555
candyce.yee@sdcountry.ca.gov

Vanessa Zajfen
San Diego Unified School District
vzajfen@sandi.net

Scott Zimmerman
Health and Human Services
Public Health Department
619-692-5506, scott.zimmerman@sdcountry.ca.gov
## Appendix C

### Community Forum Organizations

The following organizations participated in a community forum in conjunction with representatives of the San Diego County Food System Working Group to help inform the development of recommendations for its report *Realizing a Sustainable Food System for All: An Action Plan for San Diego*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People's Produce Project</td>
<td>N. Diane Moses, Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project New Village</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project New Village</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5106 Federal Blvd, Suite 103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA 92105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone: (619) 262-2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:ndm@projectnewvillage.org">ndm@projectnewvillage.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People's Produce Project</td>
<td>N. Diane Moses, Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project New Village</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project New Village</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5106 Federal Blvd, Suite 103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA 92105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone: (619) 262-2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:ndm@projectnewvillage.org">ndm@projectnewvillage.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIATech at San Diego Job Corps Center</td>
<td>Ms. Sally Klein, Principal, Sapna Iyer, English Language Arts Teacher, Luke Sponsler, Social Studies Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary Students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325 Iris Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Beach, CA 91932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel: (619) 429-8500 ext 1104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.siatech.org/schools/california_sandiego.php">www.siatech.org/schools/california_sandiego.php</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poder Popular Program</td>
<td>Arcela Nunez-Alvarez, Interim Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Latino Research Center</td>
<td>Sandra Carmona, Field Project Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal State San Marcos</td>
<td>Fabiola Gastelum, Project Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellogg Library 4410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marcos, CA 92096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>760-750-3500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:nlrc@csusm.edu">nlrc@csusm.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix D

#### Report Interviews

The following interviews were undertaken with experts within San Diego County. Those in which quotes or data were directly utilized are included in the Works Cited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Area of Food System</th>
<th>Report Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eric Larson</td>
<td>Executive Director, Farm Bureau</td>
<td>Agriculture, water use</td>
<td>1.1, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Butler</td>
<td>Public Health Nutrition Manager County of San Diego Public Health Services</td>
<td>Nutrition, breastfeeding</td>
<td>1.2, 1.3, 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JuliAnna Arnett</td>
<td>Food Policy Manager, San Diego County Childhood Obesity Initiative</td>
<td>Child nutrition, food policy</td>
<td>1.2, 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Polimadei</td>
<td>Anti Hunger Network Manager, San Diego Hunger Coalition</td>
<td>Food banks, emergency management</td>
<td>1.2, 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Reinbold</td>
<td>Executive Director Tierra Miguel Foundation</td>
<td>Farm to school, agriculture</td>
<td>1.2, 2.3, 2.6, 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Bergman</td>
<td>Education Coordinator Resource Conservation District</td>
<td>School gardens</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindy Swanson</td>
<td>Farm to Institution Program Manager, Center for Food and Justice</td>
<td>Farm to school</td>
<td>1.2, 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stan Miller</td>
<td>Executive Director North County Community Services</td>
<td>Food banks and produce</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Dashe</td>
<td>Co-founder and Board Member San Diego Sustainable Roots</td>
<td>Community gardens, urban agriculture</td>
<td>1.2, 1.3, 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael McGuan</td>
<td>General Manager and Lead Curer The Linkery</td>
<td>Animal products, sourcing and sustainable producers</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcela Nunez Alvarez</td>
<td>Research Director National Latino Research Center Cal State San Marcos</td>
<td>Migrant farm communities</td>
<td>3.2, 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee</td>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>Area of Food System</td>
<td>Report Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Williams</td>
<td>Program Coordinator&lt;br&gt;Solid Waste Planning and&lt;br&gt;Recycling Section, Department of Public Works</td>
<td>Compost, waste management</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Wight</td>
<td>Attending Neonatologist&lt;br&gt;Sharp Mary Birch Hospital for Women Medical Director&lt;br&gt;Sharp HealthCare Lactation Service</td>
<td>Breastfeeding</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Garcia</td>
<td>Principal&lt;br&gt;WRT / Wallace Roberts &amp; Todd, Inc.</td>
<td>Water, landuse</td>
<td>2.1, 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Lewinger</td>
<td>General Manager&lt;br&gt;Fallbrook Public Utilities District</td>
<td>Water use</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen Kovesces</td>
<td>Staff Scientist&lt;br&gt;San Diego Coastkeeper</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Edwards</td>
<td>Health Policy Consulting Group</td>
<td>Obesity, diabetes</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deidre Browner</td>
<td>Biostatistician&lt;br&gt;Epidemiology and Immunization Services, DHS</td>
<td>CHIS</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Silver</td>
<td>Executive Director&lt;br&gt;Endangered Habitats League</td>
<td>Environment, landuse</td>
<td>2.1, 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Abell</td>
<td>Co-Owner, Carlsbad Aquafarm</td>
<td>Aquaculture, fishing</td>
<td>2.2, 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E

Data Advisors

The following list of individuals provided invaluable guidance in tracking down data and making sure the story was told right. Without their knowledge and patience, this report would not have been possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George Adrian</td>
<td>Public Utilities Department, City of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Balmer</td>
<td>San Diego Office of Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Barbusca</td>
<td>California Department of Public Health WIC Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Bergman</td>
<td>Resource Conservation District of Greater San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Boen</td>
<td>Tony's Fine Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Bombardier</td>
<td>San Diego County Water Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Cochrane</td>
<td>International Rescue Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Cooke</td>
<td>County of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Corcos</td>
<td>Emergency Medical Services, County of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Dashe</td>
<td>San Diego Sustainable Roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gundula Dunne</td>
<td>San Diego County Veterinarian's Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Edwards</td>
<td>Health Policy Consulting Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Eschmeyer</td>
<td>Urban &amp; Environmental Policy Institute, Occidental College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Field</td>
<td>Feeding America Food bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Franco</td>
<td>San Diego Food Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Golan</td>
<td>Economic Research Service, USDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Hamilton</td>
<td>American Red Cross, San Diego/Imperial Counties Chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Jaffe</td>
<td>Independent Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen Kovecesces</td>
<td>San Diego Coastkeeper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lawson</td>
<td>North County Food Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Lazaneo</td>
<td>UC Cooperative Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Linton</td>
<td>Health Policy Consulting Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Lopez</td>
<td>Food &amp; Water Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Luke</td>
<td>San Diego Office of Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcia Meister</td>
<td>UC Davis Shields library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Miller</td>
<td>American Red Cross, San Diego/Imperial Counties Chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Monji</td>
<td>San Diego Regional Water Quality Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Nord</td>
<td>Economic Research Service, USDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Pankonin</td>
<td>UCLA Center for Health Policy Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melinda Redding</td>
<td>County of San Diego, HHSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Riggle</td>
<td>Agricultural Sustainability Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Robertson</td>
<td>Miramar Greenery of the City of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melinda Swanson</td>
<td>Urban &amp; Environmental Policy Institute, Occidental College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Wall</td>
<td>Vista Farmers’ Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Wight</td>
<td>Sharp Mary Birch Hospital for Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Williams</td>
<td>Department of Public Works, County of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Young</td>
<td>UC Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Zajfen</td>
<td>San Diego Unified School District</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix F

### San Diego County Food System: Breakdown of Goals, Desired and Final Indicators

This chart is intended to capture not only the structure of the report, but also to provide insight into the process of indicator selection during the preliminary stages of the report’s conceptualization. A “desired indicator” is one which was first selected by the Food System Working Group as an ideal measure of progress in a particular area. The “final indicator” reflects the closest possible proxy in the event that data was not available as requested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vision 1: Better Health and Well-being of San Diego County Residents</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1.1 San Diego County residents know where their food comes from, how it grows, and who grows it.</strong></td>
<td>Number of SD producers that use the San Diego label</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>The Number of San Diego Producers Who Use a San Diego Grown Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmer's market sales</td>
<td>Data Not Available</td>
<td>Number of Farmers Markets and Number of Certified Vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSAs delivering in county</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Number of Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of school gardens</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Number of School Gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 1.2 San Diego County Residents, From Infants to Seniors, Consume More Healthful Foods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of new cases of childhood diabetes</td>
<td>Data Not Available</td>
<td>Percent of Type II Diabetes Diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruit and vegetable consumption</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Food Choice; Fruits and Vegetable Consumption and Sugary Drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of school and senior meal programs that include plant-based (vegetarian) options</td>
<td>Data Not Available – Use of Proxy Data</td>
<td>Number of Farm to School Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of Local Produce Distributed by Food Banks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Goal 1.3 All San Diego County Residents Have Access to Affordable, Healthful, Culturally Desirable Foods at all Times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence of food insecurity by household</td>
<td>Data Not Available by Household</td>
<td>Level of Food Security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redemption of WIC/Food Stamps/SNAP at farmer’s markets</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested; Data Available Upon Request</td>
<td>Number of Farmers’ Markets Accepting Food Stamps (SNAP) and WIC, Redemption of SNAP and WIC at Farmers’ Markets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of community garden plots by census tract</td>
<td>Incomplete Data on Plot Numbers</td>
<td>Number of Community Gardens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goal 1.4 Initiation and Duration of Breastfeeding, the Healthiest First Food, Increases in San Diego County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in number of women who breastfeed</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Percent of Women Who Breastfeed Including Any and Exclusive Breastfeeding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of time women breastfeed</td>
<td>Data Not Available as Phrased – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Child’s Age When Stopped Breastfeeding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of baby-friendly hospitals</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Number and Percent of Baby-Friendly Hospitals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goal 1.5: San Diego Has Local, Accessible, Adequate Food Supplies for Emergency Preparedness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Units of food and water for stored emergency preparedness</td>
<td>Data Available Upon Request</td>
<td>Units of Food and Water Available for Emergency Preparedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation partners</td>
<td>Data Available Upon Request</td>
<td>Transportation Partners for Emergency Preparedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vision 2: Agricultural Stewardship of San Diego County’s Environmental Resource Base

### Goal 2.1 San Diego County Increases its Working Lands for Urban and Rural Food Production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of food farms</td>
<td>Data Not Available as Phrased</td>
<td>Number and Size of Farm Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acreage dedicated to food production</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Total Crop Acreage and Percent of Acreage Dedicated to Food Production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic Acreage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Revenue by Crop Variety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Community Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of acreage of food production land to population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Desired Indicator</td>
<td>Data Status</td>
<td>Final Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2.2 San Diego Improves its Waterways as Healthful, Sustainable Food Sources for San Diego County Residents</strong></td>
<td>Commercial Fish Landings by Weight and Value</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Commercial Fish Landings by Weight and Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Polluted Waterways and Relevant Clean-up Plans</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Number of Polluted Waterways and Relevant Clean-up Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2.3 San Diego County Food Producers and Processors Employ Practices that Support Animal Welfare</strong></td>
<td>Number of animal producers</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Number of Animal Producers and Scale of Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate of illness in flocks and herds</td>
<td>Data Not Publically Available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animal disease outbreaks</td>
<td>Data Not Publically Available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2.4: San Diego County Prioritizes Food Production in Allocation of Available Water Resources</strong></td>
<td>Urban per capita water use</td>
<td>Data Not Available as Phrased – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Urban, Agricultural, and Recycled Water Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent of water consumed that is created locally (desalination/reclaimed etc.)</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested – See Recycled Water Above</td>
<td>Total Water Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal 2.5: San Diego County Recycles its Organic Wastes Locally and Makes Compost Available for Local Food Production</strong></td>
<td>Percent of green wastes recycled/composted</td>
<td>Data Not Available at County Level – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Percent of Green Wastes Recycled; Access to Finished Compost or Woodchips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent of composted green waste used off site (instead of as alternative daily cover)</td>
<td>Data Not Available at County Level – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial sales/donations of compost</td>
<td>Data Not Available at County Level – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Commercial Sales or Donations of Compost and Mulch from Miramar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Vision

#### Goal 2.6: San Diego County Reduces Food System-related Greenhouse Gas Emissions Through its Food System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farm expenditures on chemical fertilizer as a percent of total farm expenses</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Fossil Fuel Expenditures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial Fertilizer Expenditures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Vision 3: Thriving Communities and Sustainable Economic Growth

#### Goal 3.1: Local and Regional Procurement/Sale of Food Grown in San Diego County Increases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of food dollars spent by government on local food</td>
<td>Data Not Available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of farm-to-institution programs</td>
<td>Data Not Available – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Number of Farm to School Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of food produced in county stays in county</td>
<td>Data Not Available – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Number of Farmers’ Markets and Number of Certified Vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Farm Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Community Supported Agriculture Programs:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Goal 3.2: Fishing, Farming, and Ranching Increases for Diverse Groups in San Diego

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of new entries in farming</td>
<td>Data Not Available – Proxy Data Used</td>
<td>Number of Years on Present Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age of farmers, ranchers, fishermen in San Diego county</td>
<td>Data Partially Available</td>
<td>Average Age of Farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of farms, ranches and fishing operations owned by minority/socially-disadvantaged producers</td>
<td>Data Partially Available</td>
<td>Number of Farms by Race of Principal Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Fishing Operations, Employment and Income</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Goal 3.3: The San Diego Food System (Production, Distribution, Processing, Disposal) Provides Safe, Fair, Meaningful Work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired Indicator</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
<th>Final Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of food system jobs; % of all jobs in county that are food system-related</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Total Number of Food System Jobs and Food System Jobs as a Percent of Total Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation adjusted hourly wages over time by ethnicity</td>
<td>Data Available as Requested</td>
<td>Inflation Adjusted Hourly Wages over Time Within the Food System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix G

Data limitations

Much of the analysis contained within this report is based upon data gathered by federal and state entities and is highly regarded for its methodology and data quality. Nevertheless, all methods have limitations, which are important to understand in interpreting data as accurately as possible. What follows is a list of some major data sources utilized within this report and accompanying methodological considerations. In some cases an explanation has been included as to the derivation of the data used within the report.

United States Department of Agriculture, NASS, Census of Agriculture: The agricultural census is a survey undertaken every five years intended to generate a complete count of all farms and ranches and the people who operate them. Forms are mailed out or may be answered online and as with the general census, responses are required by law. The methodology for this survey changed significantly in 2002 when the National Agricultural Statistics Service began “adjusting for coverage,” a process aimed at determining the completeness of the list of surveyed farms and then adjusting the compiled data to account for lack of completeness. This adjustment means that data prior to 2002, with the exception of 1997, which was retroactively adjusted, does not reflect a universal coverage adjustment and therefore is slightly less accurate.

California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), UCLA Center for Health Policy Research: The California Health Interview Survey is the largest state survey in the nation and covers issues related to health and health behaviors in all 58 counties. Interviewees are randomly selected and statistical adjustments are made to ensure that the survey accurately reflects the California adult population. However, because CHIS is a phone survey, certain limitations which accompany this form of interview should be understood. First, only individuals with phones are eligible for interview and the ultimate accuracy of the survey depends on precise and honest estimation or recollection of behaviors (i.e. number of fruits and vegetables eaten yesterday, weight etc.).

State and Regional Water Quality Control Board, Water Quality Assessment: The Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) mandates that each state take primary responsibility for the monitoring and improvement of surface water within its jurisdiction. In California, this means that Regional Water Quality Control Boards are required to generate a list of impaired waterways, every two years, as well as a plan for the remediation of the impairment which is later reported to the US EPA. The generation of this list, known as a 303d list for the section within the CWA, requires evaluation of all surface water bodies within a given region. However, in the case of California, where some Regional Boards did not have adequate personnel to monitor all waterways in the initial years of implementation, the data gathered demonstrates not only an evolution in the number and scope of polluted waterways, but also an increase in the number of waterways monitored. Particularly for San Diego County, the sharp increase in the number of impaired waterways must be understood in the context of significantly increased monitoring.
Appendix H

Foodshed Assessment Resource List (By State, City, County)

National

  - www.wallacecenter.org/our-work/current-initiatives/sustainable-food-indicators

California

- Brady, Eileen, Proj. Manager. The New Mainstream: A Sustainable Food Agenda for California. The Vivid Picture Project, A Project of Eco-Trust
  - Feenstra, Gail et al. Proposed Indicators for Sustainable Food Systems as part of the Vivid Picture Project (2005)
  - www.vividpicture.net/documents/16_Proposed_Indicators.pdf

San Francisco


  - www.sffoodsystems.org/pdf/FSA-online.pdf

Oakland


LA


Alameda County


Stanislaus County

- Anderson, Jamie, Gail Feenstra, Shawn King. Stanislaus County Food System Project. (2002)

Placer County


Iowa

Audubon County

  - www.leopold.iastate.edu/pubs/other/files/AudubonCountyFoodSystemAtlas.pdf

Johnson County

  - www.leopold.iastate.edu/pubs/other/files/JohnsonCountyFoodSystemAtlas.pdf
Montana

Missoula
  - www.umt.edu/cfa/indicator.htm
  - http://www.umt.edu/cfa/research.htm

Oregon

Benton County

Lane County
- Lane County Community Food Security Assessment. Lane County Food Policy Council (2006)

Oregon/Washington

Wisconsin

Foodshed Assessment Resources:
- King County, WA Food Assessment Page: http://king.wsu.edu/foodandfarms/KCFFICommunityAssessment.html
- Community Food Security Coalition:
  - http://www.foodsecurity.org/cfa_survey.html
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